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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

MAY 17, 1990
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Recycling: a wastemanagement tool,
or an ethical duty?
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Read the campaign literature of Maine Attorney General Jim Tierney,
who's running for the 1st Congressional District seat, and you'll find jim
fighting. When the Patten Corporation sued the town of Hartford, jim was
there. When Georgia Pacific was muscling a hostile takeover of Great
Northern Nekoosa Corp., Jim was there. When there was a hazardous waste
cleanup at the McKin Superfund site, Jim was there. The Tierney campaign
literature boasts: "His office has recovered fines from polluters amounting to
hundreds of thousands of dollars. "
But the money Tierney has recovered from polluters is peanuts next to the
millions of dollars that some 60-80 Portland-area investors are fighting to
recover from Thomas R. Acker, a local accountant who speculated in real
estate with other people's money.
"There is no question in my mind that Thomas Acker belongs in jail,"
said Dr. Joel Johnson, who thinks that he and scores of other investors were
defrauded by Acker. Many of those investors have claimed that Acker
misrepresented the investments, and misled them about how financially
liable they would be.
For more than a year, Johnson and others have launched complaints
with Tierney's office - only to get politely brushed off. "There is no political
gain in prosecuting Acker," said Johnson. "It's not a ... hostile corporate
takeover that's going to get a lot of P. R.
Johnson and the others who can't interest jim Tierney in what they claim
is a multimillion dollar fraud case have begun asking ... Where's Jim?
/I

Andy Newman's report begins on page 7

VS.

w.o. Cutlip

Confusion over a recently proposed contract
that could hamper community recycling efforts
has created a rift between people who advocate
recycling and Regional Waste Systems (RWS),
which needs garbage to bum in its waste-toenergy incinerator.
The problem started last winter, when RWS
found itself without enough garbage to burn. As
a result of the garbage shortage, RWS had difficulty providing Central Maine Power with the
electricity promised. As a result of the power
shortage, some of the people who loaned RWS
$91 million to build the incinerator got nervous.
As a result of that lack of confidence, RWS
drafted the rigid recycling proposal that has
upset town managers and environmentalists.
"We don't want to turn complete control of
our program over to RWS," said Dale Olmstead,
who is town manager in Freeport, which is
already collecting recyclable materials. "Wecur;ently have a waste-handling agreement that ...
!;lYE'S full control of the program to the Town of
Freeport. We don't want that to change."
"They're saying it's more important to bum
trash to keep up with their contract," said Karen
Tucker of the Casco Bay Greens. "It's basically
money over environment."
That was the arguement taken up by the Portland Press Herald in a May 9 article: "RWS proposed the recycling contract because its officers
fear that if its member communities reach a state
goal of recycling 50 percent of their waste, the
incinerator would not have enough trash to
burn ... "
But RWS Executive Director Charles Foshay •
doesn't think the incinerator's problems pose
any threat to the state's ambitious recycling
goals: "It almost seems like someone is hesi tant
to write that there's a way to work this all out."
Continued on page 5
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Earth will always be here

F

Casco Bay Weekly is an instrument
of community understanding.

All this hype abou t Earth Day is encouraging. It's good to hear we
all spend at least one of 365 days a year professing our respect and
admiration of environmental clean-up accomplishments. But the
media and Earth movement in general seem to me to put all
emphasis on saving the planet. When you think about it, this planet
will always be here; a nuclear holocaust couldn't budge it! What will
not be here are people. The environment is part of us - the planet
merely the stage on which our relationship with it is played out. The
planet doesn't need to be saved, we do.
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Concerning your Apr. 12, "Rent Control Proposal Killed," I don't
understand Peter O'Donnell's reasoning. If people can't afford the
rents, which is one reason there isan official five percent vacancy in
apartments in Portland, why is he using the yardstick of available
apartments to determine if there is a housing crisis!
As a renter, the state of Maine expects me to find adequate
housingon$100orless per week, which was fine for the 1960s when
I started paying rent and rents were approximately one-quarter of
one's income, but just try to find housing and afford anything to eat
on that kind of income without subsidized housing!
As a father paying child-support, I am kept in such a state of
poverty that if it weren't for the love of my children and respect for
their mother I would have left the state long ago.
If the sta te uses the yardstick of one-quarter of one's income for
rent in this day and age-with rents some 700-BOO percent what they
were in the 1960s, then rent control is a must. Or at least subsidized
housing is a must for everyone who isn't making from $1,BOO to
$2,BOO a month, which is what one would have to earn if they were
to pay one-quarter of one's income for rents that run at the bottom
from around $450 to $700 a month.
.
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Women: I've heard the talk everywhere; women criticizing the
men in their lives. The subjects vary: his insensitivity, his lack of
skills as a lover, his competi tive na ture, his inabili ty to communicate, his emotional distance (assumed of course), his apparent
apathy towards the relationship, his this, that, and the other thing,
blah, blah, blah.
First of all, men will be men. Take us or leave us. Would you
rather have a woman? Second, take a good hard look at yourself.
Third, if he isn't pleasing you emotionally, sexually, or any other
way, or if something he does displeases you, tell him. Otherwise,
you assume half of the blame.
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Eat my words
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Please print my apology formy persona I slander of Djaylan in the
VIEWS section of the May 10 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Per my
advice to her, I should have chosen my language more carefully.
Could I but retract the last sentence of my letter, I most certainly
would eat my words.
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870 Broadway· S. Portland
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-CONNECTING SERVICE TONEW ENGLAND AND NEW YORK

Call for Schedules and Information
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Birkenstock sandals
re-introduce you to
the joys of walking.
Because they're light
and flexible, shaping
to your feet like cool, Q
soft sand.
~
You've walked
~
without them long
i
enough.
~

I.

Terminal:
16 Forest Ave.
Downtown Portland

Birkendo«k'

II
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A family-owned N.E. bus company
for over 20 years

337 Forest Ave.- Portland, Maine. 207-773-6601
Huge inventory, expert fitting, mailorder nationwide. complete repair aervice.

"Simply the best place to buy Birkenstock footwear"

Think
of it as
Radio
that
listens
to you.
@@:nwnW:ltf No other radio
station in Portland offers you
thevarietyoftalk programs available
on WCAN. From 9:05am to 4pm and
7:05pm to 5:30am weekdays and
around the clock on the weekends,
we explore everything from where to
plant an herb garden to where to invest for retirement. And throughout
the day, the WCAN news team breaks
the stories that become the next day's
headlines. Want the best news and
infonnation? There'sonlyonechoice.
But you probably know that already.

1J~\'r1!' ~ I

AUBURN, ME .. AUBURNDALE PLAZA, Center 51" Route4 (207)762-5567
WATERVILLE, ME.. sHAI'V-S PLAZA, J.F.K. Memorial H,ghw3Y (207)873-4160

Walking
Re--invented

LOGAN AIRPORT
DOWNTOWN BOSTON

0

Mishe Pietkiewicz
Portland

SOUTH PORTLAND . MALLSIDE SHOPPING CENTER, Ma lneMail Road (207)871-8951

"Everything we ate was so delicious ... ecstasyl"
Taste and Tell
Maine Sunday Telegram. 2125/90
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LEON RUSSELL
THURSDAY, MAY 24
2Big Shows: 7&10 pm • ~x 815
Don't miss this Rock &Roll legend at Maine's #1 Dine &Dance Club

Portland's Newsrralk Station

VIEWS are upinions. Your views are here, and sometimes ours. Please be brief
when you write, and please include a phone number (which will not be
published) so that we can verify your letter. Mail to: VIEWS, Casco Bay
Weekly, 187 Clark St., Portland,ME. 04102.

Casco Bay Weekly is a member
of the Association of Alternative
Newsweeklies

Forest Avenue

1111" Ticket Info. 773·6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775·2494 "1111
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UPDATES '
Greyhound stiffs Portland cops
Celebrate
2 NIGHTS OF 2-MULTIJOUS PAR1YING
& S-2-PENDOUS FUN!
SAT. MAY 19 - 8prn-3arn
$2 cover first 2 hours

SUN. MAY 20 - 8prn-1am (chern-free)
$2 off cover aU night

Dance yourself in-2 a S-2-POR & you could win prizes

2 NUMEROUS 2 MENTION!

RICHARD ~ PARKS ~ GALLERY

Greyhound hasn't paid the City of Portland $53,000 it owes for
protection provided by off-duty police officers, but officers continue to patrol there anyway. "We feel that Greyhound has
ignored their responsibility and failed the taxpayers of Portland,"
said Deputy Chief John Brennan. Greyhound workers have been
picketing at the Portland Greyhound station since the national
Greyhound strike began two months ago. Brennan said tension
heightens when strikers obstruct the busses as they arrive and
depart the station. Two officers had been at the station continuously from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., but since Greyhound is stiffing the bill,
on-duty officers "virtually meet every bus" to keep the peace,
Brennan said.
City Attorney David Lourie said that Greyhound's lawyers at
headquarters in Dallas "acknowledge the debt" but told him they
can't pay the bill for 60 days until they restructure their company.
But the city "won't wait the 60 days to see if they payor not" and
will take legal action to make Greyhound pay, said Lourie.
In steady rain at the Portland Greyhound station on May 13, .
one striking worker carried a sign tha tread: "Portland taxpayers:
Greyhound says thank you for the $53,000, sucker." Another
striker shouted to an officer near a parked Greyhound, "Put a
(Denver) boot on tha tthing. Don't you have one big enough? They
haven't paid their bill."

Munjoy Hill wants more cops

Be sure to visit

RICHARD PARKS
• OUTLET.
in the basement of
our Portland location
PORTLAND

BANGOR

ELLSWORTH

288 Fore Street. 170 Park Street· High Street
942-6880
667-3615
774-1322

RICHARD ' PARK~ , GALLERY

Of Mom

She's your one and only!
Stay in touch with pictures.
Pictures bring it home.
30 City Center. Portlalld • 772-7296

"Jt

sfa6u[oid!"

Let's go back to the
Good Egg Pizzeria
a g a in
tonight!
Pi z z a is good fuel.

THE GOOD EGG

PIZZERIA
5 to 10:30 pm
7 nights 773 0801

Abromson loses computer, house
Portland City Councillor Linda Abromson's campaign for the
1st Congressional District suffered two setbacks on May 11: in the
morning she discovered that an Apple computer had been stolen
from her campaign headquarters; in the afternoon a miniature
house she hauled to campaign stops to emphasize homeowner
issues flew off a moving flatbed trailer and broke into pieces.
"It was a tough day," said Ken Lefebver, Abromson's campaign manager. He said the computer was insured and will be replaced soon, and another house has been built.

Memories
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Munjoy Hill residents who think their neighborhood is too
rowdy have petitioned the Portland Police Department to install
officers on foot patrol there, but the department says that it's too
shorthanded to do it. City Councillor Peter O'Donnell, who
represents Munjoy Hill, said tha t more than 550 people from his
precinct have signed the petition. O'Donnell said an especially
troubled spot is the comer of Merrill and Atlantic Streets, where
there are "young people drinking beer and selling drugs and it's
out of control."
The petitioners want foot-patrol officers stomping on the hill
full time, but Deputy Chief John Brennan said that the department
doesn't have enough officers to comply with that. As a compromise, Brennan envisions part-time foot patrols on Munjoy Hill. "I
don't think they expect us to work miracles," said Brennan. "But
we will redouble our efforts."

O'Donnell named mayor
City Councillor Peter O'Donnell will step in as Portland's
mayor on June 4, replacing present Mayor Esther Clenott. "I've
never been happier in my life. I'm on a cloud. Now I have to doa
good job," O'Donnell said. At 28, O'Donnell will be the secondyoungest mayor ever in Portland. "My key emphasis will be
involving more citizens," said O'Donnell. The Portland City
Council chose O'Donnell as mayor during a caucuson May9. The
Munjoy Hill native works with abused kids at Jackson Brook
Institute.

US· Route I. Scarhorough • 883-7363

. WEIRD NEWS:
"'James A. Earhart, an assistant federal prosecutor in Louisville, Ky., filed sui t against a sou thern Indiana Chevrolet dealer he
charges illegally detained and purposely humiliated him while
trying to sell him a new car. Earhart says that after he gave the
dealer his car to be inspected for a possible trade-in, the sales
manager refused to return his keys for 25 minutes during the sales
pitch despite his demands that he be allowed to leave.
After a report of the lawsuit appeared in a local newspaper,
Earhart says 30 people called him to report similar treatment by
the dealer. According to Earhart, one man said the sales manager
detained him until 3 a.m., when he broke down and agreed to the
dealer's terms.
"'High winds blowing across the Great Plains in November
bombarded Mobridge, S.D., with a hail of tumbleweeds so thick
that they buried some housed to their rooftops and blocked roads
and driveways. "1 was scared to death, says Benj Stoick. "It's 10:30
at night and here's this thing coming down the road at me, the
likes of which you've never seen. It wasn't as big as a Volkswagen
Beetle, but just about."
Roland Sweet/AlterNet

225 FEDERAL STREET • 774~3074

Green activists; black snow

CB W/Tonee Harbert

Casco Bay Greens sponsored a "Get to know your snow day" at the snow pile on Back
Cove May 11. Nearly a dozen people wearing rubber gloves scavenged 10 boxes full
of trash from the pile In 20 minutes. "And that's Just the trash that was on the
surface, there's more Inside," said Karen Tucker of the Casco Bay Greens. The group
said that because of toxins In the plowed snow, It shouldn't be dumped directly Into
the cove, as It has been In previous years.
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CASH vs. TRASH
Continued from front page

The solution Charles Foshay proposes is simply to bring more communities - and therefore
more trash - into the system. In effect, that was
what RWS did last winter when it imported trash
from out-of-state to keep the home fires burning.
During the summer months, when Maine's
population swells with an infestation of tourists,
RWS sometimes has the opposite problem - too
much trash.
As a result, RWS' problems flow more from
their contract with Central Maine Power (CMP)
than from a simple shortage of garbage.
The first provision of the contract is that RWS
must generate a yearly total of 57 million kilowatts. The second contract provision - the stickingpoint-is a "dispatchable" clause that requires
RWS to produce its maximum rate of production
whenever CMP demands it.
The problem is that RWS' peak supply of garbage and CMP's peak need for electricity do not
coincide: CMP usually needs the most power
during the coldest winter months when electric
heatingdevicesarerunning. "When they've asked
for our peak performance," said Foshay, "that's
when we've experienced our lowest amount of
waste."
Foshay said that incorporating more communities into the system will remedy the problem,
but that RWS cannot do so instantly. "It's not an
overnight process," he said. "The horrible thing
to do is to sign up more towns than you can
accommodate and then have to start straight
landfilling the stuff."

Burning money?
Butit was nervous bankers, not recyclingactivists, that scared RWS into asking its 20 member
conurlunities to sign the rigid contract.
The proposed contract would require member
communities to obtain RWS' permission to sell
recycled trash and to report any earnings from
that sale. It also gives RWS the power to unilaterally rescind or amend the contract with 60 days
notice.
Foshay said that when the incinerator seemed
unable to generate the contracted quantity of
electricity last winter - and would therefore be
unable to generate the contracted revenues - the

banks and bondholders who loaned money to
build the plant got nervous.
The RWS bond council was suddenly faced
with the possibility of paying hundreds of thousands of dollars in penalties to CMP or worse being dissolved as a corporate entity. RWS directed its lawyers to come up with a contract that
would solidify RWS position as the region's principal garbage collector.
The proposed contract would give member
communities agency status, which would legally
bind the to RWS while making them entirely
responsible to costs and revenues incurred independently of RWS. This insured RWS against the
possibility that member communities may one
day decide to pull out of the original agreement.
In tum, the bankers are assured of RWS' survival.
"It gives Wall Street and the credit rating industries comfort that there's a revenue stream
there," said Foshay. "In other words, we're building the plant based on making power, based on a
power contract, based on having enough fuel."

Saving landfills
Even with all the garbage it could eat, the RWS
plant will never make money: it wasn't designed
to. The revenue generated by the sale of electricity
simply pays the capital and operating expenses of
the plant.
RWS built the plant primarily to reduce the
volume to Greater Portland's waste stream (by
turning it to ash), and thereby extend the life of
RWS' landfills.
Activists charge that recycling could reduce
the waste stream at less cost to the environment.
But Foshay, whose job it is to save landfill
space, not the environment, claims that both
methods will be needed. He firmly denied the
charge that RWS "fears" that Maine will attain its
goal of reducing the waste stream by 50 percent.
"The record will show that RWS testified at the
hearings in the legislature that we supported that
goal. We knew that we would have to do something different when (the recycling program) was
approved.
"But you don't do that overnight. We have a
$91 million dollar debt. We have an obligation to
pay the bond. We have an obligation to keep our
costs and fees as low as they can be. And we have
an obligation to get to the50 percent waste stream
recycling level. We're going to do all the above.
It's just going to take a little time and proper
planning to accomplish them all."
W.O. Cutlip

* Outside
Patio
with a
View of the Bay!

*

Additional
Inside seating
with
Air Conditioning!

SOUPS •

SANDWICHES •

SALADS

"A Healthy Alternative"

10 Moulton St. • Op~n 7 am - 9 pm • 774.4342
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A Mexican Restaurant
&
Watering Hole
Union Station Plaza
Fabulous Food • MarClaritas

from south of the border
from out M thIs world
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon. to Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Std. Portland 874-6444
• TID Juan's CONCORD, NH

• Margarita's ORONO, ME
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"Ponzi scheme"
In 1978, Thomas Acker started rus own
accounting and financial consulting finn . One
of Acker's first clients was Dr. Joel JOMson, a
30-year-old surgeon who had just finished rus
internsrup at Maine Medical Center. JOMson
was starting a practice in Portland and needed
help setting up his books, doing his taxes and
making basic financial decisions.
"We'd go out for dinner. We went sailing.
Our kids would play occasionally," Johnson
said, "All this reinforced my trust in him as my
friend and attorney, my financial advisor and
my accountant." Johnson recommended
Acker's services to other phySicians. By 1983
Acker had many clients who were doctors and
whose confidence he had won - that's when he
began putting together real-estate syndicates
with Blaine E. Davis II, a local real estate
broker.
In the early '80s, Acker recommended that
JOMson borrow $50,000 to become one of four
investors in Melcher Associates, a syndicate set
up by Acker and Davis. Johnson did borrow
the money, and he could have made a profit
when Melcher Associates' six run-down
Waterville apartment buildings were sold for a
profit.
But Johnson said he never saw that money
again.
'1 guess I got caught up in it," said lOMson,
who continued to follow Acker's advice and
reinvested his money in more Acker /Davis
deals. Acker was well-positioned to convince
doctors like Johnson to invest their money. As
their accountant, he knew know how much
money the doctors were making before they
did. As their financial ad visor, he had an
investment deal ready and waiting for the
money,
Last year, a dozen doctors and lawyers told
Casco Bay Weekly stories much like Johnson' s
(see: 'The Con Men," CBW 3.30.89). Because
they trusted Acker and because most of them
were busy with their own practices, the
physicians would sign where and when they
were told, "The first couple of projects of
Acker's, I made money on," said Dr. Ronald
Sawyer, an early investor, "First it was two or
three projects. Then it was three or four
projects. It kept catapulting until you were
involved in 50 projects." Other investors said
that they lost track of how much money they
were borrowing and what they were buying
with it. They'd just sign on the dotted line.
Johnson estimated that 60-80 investors
signed dotted line after dotted line. Acker
and/ or Davis were involved in more than 50
different syndicates at one time or another. At
their peak, the duo controlled partnerships
which owned about 1,000 apartments in more
than 100 buildings. Acker claimed that those
buildings were worth more than $38 million,
and that rus personal net worth was $5 million.
But as the Maine real estate market softened,
some of Acker'S deals went sour. Johnson and
others claimed that in rus attempts to save the
deals, Acker perpetrated a Ponzi scheme
where money invested for new projects was
apparently diverted to cover problems with
old projects, dooming the new projects from
the start. When more than $42,000 was missing
from a syndicate that Johnson was involved in,
he said it went into a "squeaky wheel," an
Acker syndicate in worse shape. 'That's
stealing," said Johnson. "You don't just willynilly rob Peter to pay Paul."

~

GUATLMALAN .JAMS $1 6 50 ~
• colorful. comfortable. cotton
Monday-Saturday 11 :00-5:30 • Sunday Noon-5:00

10 Exchange Street Mall • Portland, ME
772-4080
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METAL/VINYL

WOODEN
HIGH LACQUER

154.00

Hi, I'm
Dr. Bruce L.
Abelson, D. C.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS

GABY
LEATHER

Did you know that becoming certified as a chiropractor requires a
minimum of six years of lrighly specialized college and graduate
school training?

CHERRY CHAIR

1.550.00

349.00

DIMORA

JENEPHER BURTON
DANA HOOPER
LORI AUSTILL
ARTHUR FINK
TARA LOUGHLIN
THOMAS PATION

26 EXCHANGE STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 775 7049

HOURS MON-SAT 10';; SUN 12-5

Must Sea. Must Own.

Today's DoctorofClriropractic must complete4,485 hours of classroom instruction and must pass a rigid chiropractic board examination before earning a license. In most states, continuing educational seminars must be completed for annuallicensc renewal.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND
In addition, I have completed courses in sports injury rehabilitation, workplace injury prevention and personal injury. My
undergraduate studies took place at Northeastern University in
Boston. I have also earned the Doctor of Chiropractic degree from
Northwestern College of Clriropractic in Bloomington, Minnesota.
During my training, I was elected to Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges. And, I have visited a number
of other chiropractic clinics to study their methods and procedures.
Additionally, three days out of each month I attend nationwide
seminars in Clricago, Atlanta and New York, to stay current on the
latest chiropractic advances.
This is the kind of training and professionalism I offer you. If you
have hesitated visiting a chiropractor, perhaps you didn't know
that chiropractors go to such great lengths to continue their education in order to provide you with the latest techniques and the most
qualified service, Call me today and let me help you.
The symptoms most commonly treated by chiropractors are;

o
o
o
o

Back Pain
Neek Pain
Stiffness
Numbness

o
o
o
o

Headaches
Arthritis
Bursitis
Hip Pain

o Painful Joints
o Shoulder Pain
o ArmlLeg Pain
o Cold HandslFeet

To introduce you to the healing world of
chiropractic, please accept my speeial offer:

FREE EXAMINATION DURING

FREE!

[gJ

<@>.

MAY

FREE!

This examination normally costs $65.00 or more. J will include
orthopedic tests, neurological tests, a blood pressure test, a spinal
alignmentcheck, an examination for restricted or excessive motion
in the spine, muscle strength tests and a private comprehensive
consultation to discuss the results.

[££]

Produced in assoclallon with Silver Screen Partners IV.
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Wait Disney Company,

846-6100
lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland, Maine

VIDEOPORT
~~~~~

Dr. Bruce L. Abelson

Still on the hook

ABELSON CHmOPRACTIC
76 Main Street, Yarmouth
Evening and Weekend
\ Appointments Available
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As the '80s drew to a close, all of Acker's
wheels seemed to be squeaking - and his
creditors started going after his partners.
The suits filed against Acker in Cumberland
County Superior Court stacked several feet
rugh. The suits were brought by buyers, sellers,

managers, tenants, contractors, employees,
partners and banks.
Key Bank, for example, has alleged in at
least three cases that Acker committed fraud
by submitting financial statements about
himself and his companies which he knew to
be false, Other banks, some now squeaking by
themselves, need the money they loaned to
Acker/Davis syndicates. But wrule most of
those banks have received court judgements
against Acker, few, if any, have recovered a
penny from rum.
Acker filed for bankruptcy on Oct. 2, 1989.
As a result, all the suits against him are on
hold. If a judge OKs the bankruptcy, then a
liquidation process will divide up Acker'S
assets among rus creditors. But there's not
much to divide up: Acker claimed rus debt at
$19.2 million and his assets at $556,000.
Liquidation would give his creditors only
about three cents on every dollar owed them.
That came as no surprise to Acker's clients.
Several told Casco Bay Weekly that Acker
"specialized" in hiding money - although they
did not want their names used, presumably
because they, too, might have money hidden.

A Special Look
for Your Special Day

• Hair. Makeup
• Manicure

MAINE
POTTERS
MAR

613 Congress St.
Portland

K~

71tr:::::st.

Portland's Old Port
Daily 10- 6

774-1693

•

week of 5118190
People Helping People:
Honoring Volunteers
(1/2 Hour)
Original Franco/American Music:
With Josee Vachon
(1/2 Hour)
Health Views:
Infection: Old Battles and
New Enemies
(1 Hour)
Ireland Today:
Issues and trends (1/2 ~our)
Tools for a Changing World:
Part I (1/2 Hour)
Programs premiere Fri. 7-1Opm,
and are repeated Sat. - Mon.
1-4 & 7-10pm and Tues., Wed .,
& Thurs . gam-noon.
Cable Channel 37 In Portland, So. Portland, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scarbo
. Channel varies in Gorham.

Thomas Acker

Continued on page 9

SALE

MAY21 - JUNE 3

Community
Cable Network

Several Acker associates alleged that Acker
stashed money overseas. "Once he went to
Liechtenstein and when he returned he said
that Liechtenstein was a much better place to
put money than Switzerland," said JOMson,
who added that when Acker was once asked
by a client how to shelter money, Acker
replied: "What do you mean? Shelter it from a
divorce? From a malpractice? From a bankruptcy?"
If Acker's own bankruptcy is approved by
the feds, then anyone going after Acker has to
settle for the thr~ cents that can be found here
in the U.s. If the bankruptcy isn't approved,
then the investors and their lawyers can
pursue Acker for the rest of his life. But either
way, the banks are going after his partners.
And those suits have made investors like
JOMson regret they ever met Acker. Banks that
haven't been able to shake money out of Acker
- which is most of the banks he dealt withhave gone after his investors. Because the
Acker /Davis syndicates were set up as general
partnerships, each partner in any given
corporation is as liable for the total debt of that
corporation as any other partner - and every
partner is potentially liable for all of the debts
of the corporation.
So doctors who carelessly handed over only
$10,000 to Acker are liable for millions. Many
of them told CBW that they didn't know how
much liability they'd taken on when they
signed the dotted line. And since their input
was limited, many said that they had perceived themselves as limited partners and
didn't realize that they were as liable as general
partners.
Sawyer, who invested $90,000, said his
liabilities are in the millions. "Banks are
coming down on the projects, There were all
just bad investments... Any money I've put into
the projects is gone. And I've got all these
liabilities hanging over me."
"My liabilities are phenomenal," said
JoMson. "I'm on the hook, along with others,
for maybe $10 million."

FLOWER LOVERS

How To Trim
Your Budget
Without Cutting
The Essentials
Steamed 1-1/4 lb. Hardshell
Lobster with Lime Butter.
Served with a small salad and
organiC saffron brown rice or

Aroostook County Yukon Gold
New Potatoes.

$9. 95
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CUITING

E E

38 Market Street
across from the Regency

773-4050

Portland

774-5246

•

VOLCANO
SAUCE
Not For Beginners!
Try our Own Unique
Sweet· hot Volcano Sauce
smothered on our

VOLCANO WINGS
VOLCANO CHICKEN SANDWICH
VOLCANO HADDOCK SANDWICH
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146 Oeean St., Soulh Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE

Used & Out-or-Print Books
We buy books, too_
Tue. to Fri. 12:30-5, Sat. 11 :30-4
Other times by chance .. .
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58 Pine Street 773-8223

46 Mark et Stree t
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Stop in for a few minutes,
or browse for hours.
Enjoy!
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WHERE'S JIM?

Casco Bay Weekly

,.,\ ENERGY WORKSHOP
eENTER FOR PHYSICAL THEfW>Y ~ FITNESS

Get more out of your fitness
membership than lust exerclsel
Compare our services:
• In-depth medical screening
and fitness testing.
• Prenatal & postpartum
program.
• Education on prevention and
reconditioning of specific
athletic InJunes.
• Access to physical therapy
services.
• Corporate rate for employeefitness memberships.
• Low-cost. monthly, 6 months,
or yearly rates.
• Training on high-tech weight
machines and In fitness pool.
Stop by or call todayl
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What do

Sho~~n_Save

and theY'MCAhave
in common?

343 Forest Ave. • Portland, Maine • (207)773-4715

They're not afraid to use natural gas.

878-2244

1250 Forest Ave .. Portland 04103

Northern
Utilities
Wann up to natural gas.

Ride Your

B RA1lVtpA'J£S
to Relaxation!

Come motor a
Chicken QuesadiJIa
or Caesar Salad that'll
blow your dress up.
Both under six bucks.

The D.A.V.I.D. Jr. Plus
is a hand-held relaxation,
meditation, and learning
tool used to promote
personal realization and
creativity.
For more information or
a free demo, please call
The D.A.V.I.D. Jr.

Rule the funky couch.
Don't get up until your
Pecan YaYa
arrives.

PICTURE YOURSELF;
IMAGE & RELAXATION CENTER

I_I

854-1365
I?.""'.8:5J
~
12 Westbrook Common, Westbrook, Maine 04092 ~ ~ ~

Only at Liza's.

UIC Night Lounge 1.7 Forest Ave

Wedllbu 5·1arn FrVSat 5-3arn
next to Zooa

':t §~Qdinoaurvsiea
n
ScandinaVIan DeSigns!

343 Forest Ave. • Portlan

773-4715

not to investigate Acker wasn't even a decision
he made: he said that no letters from Johnson
Continued from page 7
or other investors made it beyond his staff to
his office.
"How can he not be aware of it after I've
Passing the buck
contacted six major lawyers in major positions
But in spite of the amount of money inin his office?" asked Johnson. '1f he isn't aware
volved, the number of investors and their
of it, then he's asleep at the switch."
tenants victimized, and the repeated claims of
'We get thousands and thousands of
fraud - the case of Thomas Acker seems to
referrals," responded Tierney. "".all of these
have generated no interest from the Maine Atcases we take with our six or seven investigatorney General, the U.s. District Attorney, or
tors and we do the best we can."
the Cumberland County District Attorney.
In spite of the number of dollars and
"It wasn't like there was a shortage of
investors involved in the Acker syndicates,
press," said Dana Prescott, an attorney repreTierney explained his decision by saying his
senting Kathy Reynolds, one of Acker's fonner
office only "takes the biggest cases" - and that
employees. "This involved a lot of people
Acker might be more appropriate for Cumberand ... there's millions of dollars involved. As a land County District Attorney Paul Aranson to
taxpayer, not to mention a lawyer, I wonder
handle. (Aranson said that no investors have
why this hasn't been pursued by the state or
complained about Acker to his office directly,
the feds ... Government lawyers read the
and that no one from the Attorney General's
papers."
forwarded the complaints concerning Acker to
But government lawyers under Attorney
him.)
General Jim Tierney didn't need to read the
'When all of the systems break down, we
papers. They had been tipped off about Acker - regularly have people say 'I'm sending this to
long before reporters had. In October of ]988the Attorney General:" added Tierney. "My
more than a year before news stories surfaced
wife was on line in the grocery store and a
about Acker- Johnson wrote to Robert Mcperson got in a fight about how much the bag
Carthy, Tierney's Deputy Director of Investiga- of potatoes was costing. The person said 'I'm
tions. Johnson described his and others'
taking this to the Attorney General.' My wife
dealings with Acker - detailing what he said
was mortified."
were "all the earrnarkings of criminal activity."
Bu t the people pointing the finger at ThoIn the letter Johnson also listed 12 accountants,
mas Acker think the case against him is no
book keepers, and other partners whom
small potatoes. Dr. Sawyer said: "Many people
McCarthy could contact to substantiate the
went up (to the Attorney General's office) and
claims of fraud.
there wasn't anything they were doing. 'Well,
In July of 1989, after news stories about
we're looking into it' was the typical answer
Acker appeared in CBW and other media,
we would get. In the paper you would see that
Assistant Attorney General Martha F. Willard
the attorney general was up in Aroostook
wrote to Johnson of "an extensive investigaCounty where somebody was selling Maine
tion ... of various business ventures set up by
coon cats that weren't really Maine coon cats.
Thomas Acker."
Well what the hell does that have to do with
But of the dozen contacts provided in
the price of tea in China?" (See below: Cat got
Johnson's October 1988 letter, none of the four
your staff?)
who would talk to Casco Bay Weekly said had
And some of those people have begun
been contacted by the Attorney General's
pointing the finger at Tierney, and asking what
office. And earlier this month, Brian MacMasit has to do with politics?
ter, the Attorney General's Director of Investi'There's not enough bang for the buck,"
gations, wrote Johnson that their office "has
said Bill Black, another attorney who repreinitiated no investigation ... against Mr. Acker.
sented Acker IDavis investors, and who thinks
'1 have no idea in the world why (Willard)
the there is a good criminal case against Acker.
would think we were conducting an 'extensive "You'll make some physicians happy but
investigation,'" said MacMaster. Meanwhile,
there's not much of constituency there."
he had written Johnson: '1t is our understandAnd while Tierney is unlikely to win the
ing that the FBI in Portland was or is conductvotes of the scores of investors who have been
ing an investigation, which may be associated
trying to catch his eye, he may get one vote ...
with an apparent investigation being conFrom Tom Acker, who is still in business as
ducted by the U.s. Bankruptcy Trustee in
an accountant, working out of offices in a
Portland."
Gorham office building filled with doctors.
But the agency MacMaster passed the buck
to has no idea why he thought they were doing
an investigation.
Andy Ne:wrrum is CaSCtJ Bay Weekly's Associate Editor/
John Fitzgerald, the attorney handling
NImJS. He rarely gets defrauded by investors, because he
Acker's case for the U.S. Bankruptcy Trustee
rarely has anything to invest.
office in Portland, said that his office is not
conducting an investigation. "As far as I know,
there are no investigations" by either the U.s.
Attorney or the F.B.I., Fitzgerald said, adding
,that none of those agencies have been in
contact with him.
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The day their parents died, they made apromise to stay together.
To the Curtis Brothers, that promise means everything.

The

OUTSIDERS
fxecutive Produced by fIiIncis HIIlI Coppola

PORTLAND

Sunday 7:00 pm

"It's open season for white collar crime in
Maine. The Attorney General doesn't care as
long as the victims are doctors and lawyers,"
said Johnson. "Here's a guy (Acker) that
conunitted white collar crime for six years, and
who's just going to get away with it in the state
of Maine."
Peggy McGehee, an attorney representing
several Acker investors, said that "the nature
and number of claims warrant investigations
by the Attorney General's office."
So why no interest from Tierney?
"There's no political gain in prosecuting
Acker to make a bunch of lawyers and doctors
feel better," chimed Johnson, '1t's not a Sears
or a hostile corporate takeover that's going to
get a lot of P.R"
But Attorney General James Tierney, who's
won national recognition for his stance against
Sears & Roebuck and the Georgia-Pacific
takeover of Great Northern Nekoosa, denied
the charge: "We never have and never will
make a decision based on political decisions."
Tierney maintained that those decisions
were motivated by his desire to help as many
people as he can, and added that the decision

One of the cases tha t TIerney's office
did take on: coon cats.
. In August, Roland Berry was indicted
by the Maine Attorney General for selling
coon cats that didn't have the appropriate
documentation to verify they were
purebred. When buyers of coon cats have
"no proof of parentage" the value of the
felines is "diminished," explained
Assistant Attorney General Amy Homans.
Berry also is accused of accepting
money for some coon cats and then not
shipping the felines. He was indicted in
August on two counts of theft. In February, he was re-indicted to add new
victims, and was re-indicted once again
in April to add more victims still. More
than 50 people have allegedly been
gypped by Berry and have let the cat out
of the bag by contacting Tierney's office.
The cats were going for about $2()(). Some
people claim to have been gypped on
more than one cat. "Our highest victims
were between $700 and $900," Homans
said.
The trial is set for June 16, and Homans expects it to last three or four days.

l

$25

STEP AEROBICS ARE HERE!

Portland ARegency

HEALTH CLUB
20 MILK ST. - OLD PORT 871-7054

ONE OUT
OF TWO!

Cat got your staff?

Open season

VISITS
ONLY

Did you know one out of every
beers sold in Maine is
Budweiser? Yes, Budweiser the King of Beers for over 35
years. Do you know what kind of
start Willie Mays had
when he nrst came to
the big leagues'...The
nrst 12 limes he wenl
to bat he failed to
hit...He got a hit h,s
13th time up - bUl
then he wenl to bat 14
two

more

consecutive

limes without a
hit...Thus, in his firsl
27 times up in the
majors, Mays had jusl
one hit, and his batting
average was .037! ... At
that moment nobody knew that
Willie Mays would become one of
the greatest players of all-time. Did
you know only Budweiser is
naturally carbonated and natu·
rally aged? We'd venture to say
thaL not one fan in a thousand can
tell you the real first names of all
four of these well·known baseball

figures: Rusty Staub, Yogi Berra,
Casey
Stengal
and
Tom
Seaver ... Staub's real first name is
Daniel...Bcrra's is Lawrence ... Slengel's is Charles... and Seaver's first
name, oddly enough, is
George ... His real full
name is George Tho-

mas Sea ver. Oue
thanks to all quality
minded people - we
raise a cold glass of
Budwciserand wesay
- this Bud's for you.
Here's a tough one ... Has
a major league baseball
team ever changed
managers during a season, and then, gone on
to win the pennant?... !t's
happened only twice, and both times
LOtheCubs... ln 1932, Charlie Grimm
replaced Rogers Hornsby in midseason, and won the nag. .. And, in
1938, Gabby Hartnctttookoverfrom
Grimm during the season, and led
the Cubs to the pennant. Beer i~ a
good part of tIle good life drink responsibly!

The Maine
Lesbian and Gay
Film Festival

You For Three Years, I Don't
Like Surprises" (subtitled "A
Musical Apology") is the type of
song folk humorist Christine
Lavin is known for. Lavin brings
her act to The Center for the
Arts at the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St., Bath.
Showtime is 8 p.m. Tickets are
$10. For more information, call
442-8455.

call 282-3031.
• Before the ferry: USM archaeologist Nate Hamilton
will discuss evidence of
people living on the Casco
Bay islands dating back 4,000
years. He speaks at 7:30 p.m. at
the Peaks Island Community
Building on Peaks Island. (And
the ferry runs quite regularly
now.) For more information, call
766-5140.

• Ooops ... Charlene Barton not Charlene Hoyt as reported
in last week's CALENDARcreated the exhibit "Images: A
Journey in Four Parts," which
begins this evening with a
Prelude dance at 7 p.m. in Congress Square. For more details,
see ART LISTINGS.
• Zen divided: The Zen of calligraphy, sword fighting,
archery and the tea ceremony
are examined in a documentary
that looks at the differences
between the Buddha of Sri

Lanka and the Buddha of Japan.
The film, "Buddhism: The Land
of Disappearing Buddha Japan" is being shown as part of
a film and discussion series
offered by Thomas Memorial
Library and the U.s. - China
People's Friendship Association.
The discussion is being led by
Dana Sawyer, an instructor in
Asian Culture at the Portland
School of Art. For more information, call 799-1720.
• Landscape images off the
wall: A lecture by Sarah Sherman looks at the use and
meaning of landscape in Sarah
Orne Jewett's novel "Country of
Pointed Firs." The lecture is the
second in a series on landscape
and the arts offered by the York
Institute Museum and Dyer
Library. Sherman's lecture is
7:30 p.m. in the Deering Wing of
the Dyer Library, 371 rVfain St.,
Saco. It is free and open to the
public. For more information,

• The Cathedral Chamber
Singers perform their last
concert of the season at 8 p.m. at
St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 State
St., Portland. The performance
includes Benjamin Britten's
"Rejoice in the Lamb," as well as
works by Mozart, Bach and
various British folk songs.
Tickets are $7 and $5 for students and seniors, available at
Amadeus Music and at the door.
For more information, call 7725434.
• The Oratorio Chorale performs Schubert'S Mass in A-flat
major along with other shorter
choral works. Peter Frewen

conducts the Chorale at 8 p.m. at
St. John's Church in Brunswick.
Tickets are $8 and $4 for people
under 21 . For more information,
call 729-5730.

Apres Earth Day.
Plant a tree.
More than 140,000 seedling
conifers have been donated
by Maine paper companies
for distribution to Maine
residents. See May 20.

• Three premiere dances by
Maine choreographers Brian
Crabtree, Stephanie Leighton
and Sara Whale are being
performed tonight at 8 p.m. and
tomorrow at 7 p.m. at Ram
Island Dance Studio 1, 25A
Forest Ave., Portland. Tickets
are $6. For more information,
call 773-2562.
• Sandy and Caroline Paton,
founders of Folk Legacy records,
and their sons David and Robin
perform folk tunes accompanying themselves on guitar,
mountain dulcimer, English

concertina, fiddle, banjo and
hammered dulcimer. Sing along
and share in the fun at 8 p.m. in
Luther Bonney Auditorium,
USM Portland. Tickets are $6 in
advance (Amadeus Music,
Buckdancer's Choice and
Gallery Music) and $8 at the
door. Children's tickets are $3.
For more information, call 7739549.
• "Regretting What I Said to
You When You Called Me at
Eleven O'Clock on a Friday
Morning to Tell Me That At One
O'Clock Friday Afternoon
You're Gonna Leave Your Office
To Go Downstairs, Hail a Cab
To Go Out To The Airport To
Catch a Plane To Go Skiing in
the Alps For Two Weeks. Not
That I Wanted To Go With You;
I Wasn't Able To Leave Town,
I'm Not A Very Good Skier, I
Couldn't Expect You To Pay My
Way, But After Going Out With

• Seeing the forest through the
trees: Because the ground was
still frozen on the Earth's day in
April, the state-wide plan to
plant thousands of trees was
postponed until the spring thaw.
More than 140,000 seedlings
have been donated by Maine
paper companies for distribution and planting all over Maine.
Pick up your free seedlings at
any La Verdiere's from 9 a.m.-5
p.m. Planting instructions are
being provided by the Maine
Chapter of the Society of American Foresters and at some locations a professional forester will
be on hand to answer questions.
For more information, call 7722001.

a.m.-4 p.m. Buttons for admission to the attractions may be
picked up at the Visitor Information Center at the Chamber of
Commerce, 142 Free St., Portland. Casco Bay Lines, Desert of
Maine, Southworth Planetarium,
Lightship Nantucket, Gilsland
Farm Sanctuary, The Children'S
Museum, Portland Museum of
Art, Portland Fire Museum,
Wadsworth Longfellow House,
city parks, state parks and
beaches are all participating. For
more information, call the
Chamber of Commerce at 7722811.
• Remembrance: The seventh
annual International Mobilization Against AIDS begins with a
candlelight vigil at 6 p.m. at
Monument Square in Portland.
Following the vigil, there will be
a march to SI. Luke's Cathedral

for a memorial gathering at 6:45
p.m. For more information, call
the PWA Coalition at 773-8500.
• Yard sale for highbrows: The
Maine Historical Society's
annual "junque" sale takes place
today from 11 a.mA p.m. at 485
Congress St., Portland. Books on
Maine history and genealogy,
plants from the WadsworthLongfellow House garden and
used office furniture are among
the items for sale. For more
information, call 774-1822.

through a space-time warp.
There is a live blues show on a
Monday night. Roy Rogers, one
of the premiere slide guitarists
around, and his band the Delta
Rhythm Kings are in town for a
8 p.m. show at Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. For more
information, call 773-6886.
• Gorge yourself for the Kidney
Foundation: The fifth annual
Evening with the Great Chefs
serves up tasty morsels from 25

of the area's finest chefs. The
benefit for the Kidney Foundation of Maine is an all-you-caneat from 6-9 p.m. at the Sonesta
Hotel in Portland. Evening
includes live jazz and a silent
auction all for one great price.
Tickets are available at Whip &
Spoon or by calling the Kidney
Foundation of Maine at 772- 7270.

• Chernobyl revisited: Dr. Kirill
Babievsky, a Soviet expert in the
field of toxic waste disposal,
gives a talk titled "The Lessons
of Chernobyl" at a special'

educational meeting of Physicians for Social Responsibility at
7:30 p.m. in Classroom 3, Dana
Health Education Center, Maine
Medical Center, Portland. The
Soviet legislature recently
adopted a plan to resettle
another 200,000 people

• Get tacky: Take your Bermuda shorts out and have your
cameras ready for Residents'
Tourist Day. Greater Portland's
educational, cultural and historical attractions will be open to
area residents free of charge, 11

an area irradiated in the accident. Tonight's talk is free and
open to the public. For more information, call 772-6710.

states at 7:30 p.m. at the Portland Mu~um of Art, Congress
Square. The lecture is free and
open to the public, but seating is
limited. (Maybe you don't want
to try this at home; Trotter is
now doing time in Pennsylvania.) For more information, call
775-6148.

• The curtain comes down on
the theater season: Mad Horse
Theatre Company closes its
season with Christopher
Ourang's comedy "Laughing
Wild." The comedy brings together a New Age junkie and a
would-be opera singer in a
bizarre New York City setting of
surreal supermarkets and Harmonic Convergence. The two
characters, "She" and "He" are
played by Cynthia Barnett and
Kevin Shone. Performances are
Thursday-Saturday at 8 p.m.
and Sunday at 7 p.m. at Mad
Horse Theater, 955 Forest Ave.,
Portland. "Laughing Wild" continues through June 17. Tickets
are available at Stein Glass
Gallery at 20 Milk St. or by
calling 797-3338.
• Portland Players finish the
season with Stephen Sondheim's
"Sweeney Todd," a musical
about a barber gone berserk

• Modern art: Frank Stella
made his contribution to modem art when he broke out of the
square canvas and created angular, geometric paintings. One of
America's foremost contemporary artists, Stella created "The
Circuits Prints," mixed-media
prints inspired by automobile
race tracks he visited in the '70s.
An exhibit of these prints opens
today and continues through

Aug. 5 at the Portland Museum
of Art.

after being imprisoned by a
judge who lusts after the barber's wife. Performances of
"Sweeney Todd" are FridaySaturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday
at 7 p.m. (except May 27 at 2:30
p.m.) through June 16. For ticket
information, call 799-7337.

• Sailing away: The Spring
Point. Museum opens today for
the summer with a new exhibit
"Doing Our Part," which looks
at how World War II affected
the lives and people of the Casco
Bay area. Also at the museum is
the bow of the clipper ship
"Snow Squall," which is being
restored in the museum's laboratory. The museum is located
on the Southern Maine Techni-

cal College campus in South
Portland. Hours are Wednesday-Sunday, 1-4 p.m. For more
information, call 799-6337.

• How to fool your local art
dealer: "A Forger Unmasked" is
the title of a talk by Sam Pennington, founder and editor of
the "Maine Antique Digest," on
convicted folk art forger Robert
Trotter. The lecture will
describe how Trotter fooled at
least six art dealers
and 29
auction
houses in 11

Local choreographers strut
their stuff. See May 19.

Anterican
Renaissance
Theater

MAY 16-20
MAINE PREMIERE

•
A comprehensive class for voice
and speech development, text
analysis and performance of
Shakespeare's work.

•
For enrollment information
please call: 871-9325

36 MARKET ST. • PORTLAND • 773-4500 I

American Renaissance Theater
James Hoban, Artistic Director
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Records,
Tapes

Shakespeare Study
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and

CD's
MAY 24 • "MALE REVUE"

with THE BOVZ
(after 1 Opm $5 coverj
Tuesdays: ladles Night with R96live Remotos
Wednesdays: Solo Performer in the Pub
Happy Hour, Mon.·Sat. 4·7
Free Pool & 90C DomestiC Beer

Cover

ID

WED-SAT 7,9
SAT-SUN MAT 1
SUN EVE 7:30

Exhibition Kitchen
OFFERING BREAKFAST & UJNCH
Monday - Friday 7am-4pm
Saturday 8am-3pm
Featuring New Vegetarian Specials
and Old Favorites

772-0702 • 591 Congress St.
across from Portland Museum of Art

or

Means Scrumptious
Cuisine Prepared
before your Eyes!

Seating now available bV popular
demand!
166 Cumberland Ave· Portland

Call 774-7414
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Casco Bay Weekly

CBW LISTINGS
Listings must be received in writing by 12 noon the Friday prior to publication.
Ann Sitomer, Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark Street, Portland 04102

High Energy Rock-N-RoU

AT THE PORTLAND REGENCY

Wednesday Night...
Is Ladies'
Night!
$1.25 House Brand
Drinks All Night
for Ladies.
Steamship Round of
Beef Buffet 5 - 7pm
Join us every weeknight for Attitude
Adjustment Hour
5-7 Free Buffet
and Drink Specials.
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SILVER
SCREEN

Th. Littl. M ..... ald Disney'S animated feature hit from last year returns . A young mermaid leaves her
undersea kingdom and falls in love
with a seafaring prince .

Camille Claudel The story of an artist
and her lover, the sculptor Rodin,
Cinema Paradiso Giuseppe Tomatore's Academy Award·winning movie
is about growing up and how the icons
created by the cinema have shaped
what we believe in. The movie describes the life of a small Italian sea·
Pretty Woman Julia Roberts and Richcoast town and its Cinema Paradiso,
ard Gere star in the Pygmalian -type
where people loved, hated and played.
story about a wealthy businessman
The movie is nostalgic for the time
who picks up a prostitute and dresses
when movies were movies and when
her up pretty, The movie has a few
people still gathered together in a
great lines, but the story's nothing more
community.
than a fairy tale. Roberts is good ; she
The Cook, The Thief, His Wife,
should be more particular abou t scri pts .
Her Lover Peter Greenaway's un·
Gere plays a character he's played too
rated flick is about a sadistic thug, who
many limes before.
likes to eat with his fingers, knock his
wife around and demoralize his friends
in public. Alfred's not a pretty sight, but
the movie is. Visually, 'The Cook .. .' is
one of the most overwhelming movies
to be released in quite some time.
Alfred owns the restaurant where most
of the movie's action takes place. It is
immense. Entering through large doors
from a back alley, the action opens
onto a kitchen the size of a warehouse,
where enough food is laid out for a
medieval feast and a young dishwasher
sings haunting madrigals. The lush red
velvet dining room belongs in another,
General Cinemas
more prosperous time, but the patrons
Maine Mall
look like they want to be seen as do any
MaIne Mall Road. S Ponland
good eccentrics from the '80s. The
774- 1022
Bird on the WI ... (PQ.13)
restaurant's bathroom is larger than
(opens Ma~ 18)
most peeple's apartment. Each set has
12,2:30, 5, 7~ . 9:55
1, 3:30,6,8:30
a dilterent hue and as characters move
Spacedlnvadera(PG)
from one room to another their cos·
12:45, 3, 5:15,7:35,9:50
tumes change color 100. The center of
12:4~~~?;,~~!I;do~J9:45
the visual spectacle is Helen Mirrem ,
T. .nage Muhlnt Ninja TUrtI. . (PC)
12:45,2:55, 5:05,7:15, 9:25
who shines in the movie which other·
Pretty Woman (A)
wise borders on stilted grotesqueness
1 :30, 4 ;10. 7:25, 9 ;50
Mirrem plays Alfred's wife (I could never
Hunt For lIad October (PC)
1::30,4:20, 7:1 0, 10
figure why she is married to the pig)
The Guardian (R)
The movie centers around her affair
1,3:05, 5:10.7:15,9:20 (through May 17)
Tal •• 'rom the o.rksld. (AI
wilh a restaurant patron and Alfred's
t, 3:10, 5:20, 7:30, 9:45 (through May 17)
rage when he discovers the affair. The
much publicized grossness of the movie
Nickelodeon
is subtle, brilliant and overpowering .
refT'!'lo and Middle, f'l>rtland

What's Where

772·975 1

First show Sat- Sun only
CadlUac "an (R)
1:30, 4:30,7:30, 9:35 (opens May 18)

NO COVER CHARGE
NO JEANS • NO T-SHIRTS • NO SNEAKERS

Q&AIR)

1:30. 4:20, 7. 9:40 (opens May 1B)
The Cook. The Th .. ',
His W"e. H ... Lov.,.
(no one under 1B admitted)
1:15, 4 , 7:05, 9:25
Camille Claudel (R)
1:10.3:55, 7 ;15

At the Corner of Milk & Market Streets

Qlooy IRI

1,4:05, 7 .9:30

Cln.ma Paradiso
1:20,4:1 0, 6:50, 9:25
Sw ••tle (A)
3:45, 7:25, 9:40 (through May 17)

Shlrl.y Valentin. Pauline Collins
plays a frustrated houseWife who escapes to Greecewith a friend. In Greece
she enjoys the sea, the sun and a new
man and doesn't relurn to England
when her two-week stay is up .
Sw ••tie Australian director Jane
Campion's wonderful story lells the
tale of two sisters one who would like
to think she's got everything under
control; and another who strains everyone's patience. Fabulous portrait of
how our behavior affects the lives of
the people closesl to us .
Tal.s from the Darkslde Horror
thriller is based on slories by Stephen
King , Arthur Conan Doyle and Micheal
McDowell and stars Deborah Harry ,
Christian Sialer and David Johnsen.
Wh.n the Whale Comes IS set during World War I on a remote island off
the coast in Britain, where the inhabitants make a living fishing . A hermit
who survived a curse on a neighboring
island tries to warn Ihe islanders that
they too may be cursed for slaughtering whales The movie stars Helen
Mirrem , Paul Scofeld, Max Rennie and
Helen Pearce.
Wild Orchids Mickey Rourke, Jacqueline Bisset and Carre Otis star in
this dripping wet love story, brought 10
you by the people who cashed in on "9
and 1/2 Weeks."

3:50, 6 :45, 9:10 (through May 17)

The Movies

I

1 0Exdhange, Pon~d

What do
the Sonesta Hotel
and the Village Cafe
have in common?
-~ I

They're not afraid to use natural gas,

Glory Morgan Freeman and Denzel
Washington slar in this movie about
the troop of black soldiers who fought
for the Union during the Civil War. The
graphic battle scenes never allow you
to forget the magnitude of the war.
Matthew Broderick plays the young
man who gets 10 lead the 54th Regiment. He plays his role with the right
amount of uncertainty and cockiness,
The Guardian Lame thriller from Ihe
director of "The Exorcist- about a nanny
who sacrifices babies to a sinister tree.
Hullabaloo Ov.r Georgi. and
Bonnl.'s Pictures James Ivory
directed this comedy about a Maharaja
who protects his collection of Indian
miniature paintings from perspective
buyers.
Hunt For Red October is a reminder
that the puerile conception of U.S. foreign policy promulgated by Reagan
and his cronies lives on. Using com mies as bad guys doesn't make a bad
movie, but there needs to be some
action , character and suspense. "The
Hunt For Red October" had none of
these; it is insipid.

772-9600
When The Whale. Clime (PG)
Ma~ 16-20
Wed-Frl at 7, 9;
Sat at 1, 7; Sun at I , 8 :30.

Th. Llttl. M.""old fel
Ma~

19-22

Sal-Sun a13 ;
Sun-Tue al 7.

Shlr"t~"~r2t~n.IR}

rt.e

Manal 8 :30;
Wed-Frl al 7, 9 ;

Sal all. 7; Su n al 1

Cinema City
Westbrool<. Plaza

854-9116
All times throu9h Thursday; call ahead
for Friday's changes

First Pow.... (RI
7. 9, weekend mats at " 3
Opportunity Knock. (PC.13}
6:30, weekend mats at 12:30

Born on the Fourth of July CR)
8:30 , weekend mat at 2:30
Wild Orchid. IA)
7, 9 , weekend mats al 1,3

Driving MI•• Dais., (PCI

7:15, 9:15. weekend mats al, :,5 , 3:15

Ern." Go •• to J .. 11 CPG·13)
7, g, weeke nd mats all. 3

Evening Star
Tontine Mall,tkunswick
729-5486
Pretty Woman (R)
7, 9:15 (through May 24)

Portland Museum of Art
Congress Square

Portland

Northern
Utilities
Wann up to natural gas,

775.£148

Hullabaloo over
Georgie and Bonn I.'. Picture.
May 17,7 pm
AdrnlsslOn is $3.50

FRI'DAY 5.18
"onnl. Earl & The Broadcast...
(blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-8886,
Wild Hearts and Rich Wood and
the \lltuatlon (rock) Gena's, 13
Brown St., Portland. 772-7891.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246.
Moxl. Men and Dari.n Brahms
(acoustic rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St., Portland. 774-3550.
J.nny and the Woodman (rock) Old
Po,1 Tavern, 11 Moulton St. , Portland.
774-0444.
Rush Hour (rock) Holy Ghost, 29 Exchange St., Portland. 773-0300.
Roy Fraz. . Gazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Broadcast.r (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4627 .
Christln. and the Dream (rock)
Spirits at the Manor, 700 Main St., S.
Portland. 775-5642.
The Look (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
St., Biddeford. 284-9283.
Boston Comedy Co, (comedy) Aqua
Lounge, ShortSands, York Beach. 3637578.

SATURDAY 5.19
Miranda Warning and Un.rior Motive (rock) Gena's, 13 Brown St. ,
Portland, 772-7891 .
Port City Allstars (r&b) Raoul 's, 865
Forest Ave " Portland. 773-6886.
Darien Brahms and the Soulmin(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial
St. , Portland. 774-3550.
The Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St., Portland 774-5246.
Rush Hour (rock) Holy Ghost, 29 Ex·
change St. , Portland. 773-0300.
Jenny and the Woodman (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St., Portland.
774-0444 .
Roy Fraz•• Gazz) Little Willie's, 36
Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
Broadcast.r (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Picken St., S. Portland. 767-4627.
Christine and the Dream (rock)
Spirits at the Manor, 700 Main St., S.
Portland. 775-5642.
6 Gunz (rock) Shelley'S, 12 Lincoln St.,
Biddeford. 284-9283.

.ra

Wild Onohld. IR)

r

r

Q & A Nick Nolte, Timothy Hutton ,
Amrand Assante , Jenny Lumet and
Patrick O'Neil star in Sidney Lumers
story of police corruption in New York.
Nolte plays a bigoted detective who
murders a small-time Puerto Rican
gangster. Hutton plays a novice D.A.
who exposes the cover-up.
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CLUBS
THURSDAY 5.17
Jerry J.ff Walk.r (country) Raoul's,
865 Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6886.
Pluck Theatre and Aqua V.lvas
(rock) Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland.
773-8187.
Boom Shanka and Th. Trout
Broth... (rock) Gena's, 13 Brown
St., Portland. 772-7891.
Th. Breakdown (rock) Moose Alley,
46 Market St. , Portland. 774-5246 .
J.nny and the Woodman (rock) Old
Port Tavern, 11 Moulton St. , Portland.
774-0444 .
Mik. Martineau (comedy) Little Willie's, 36 MarketSl , Portland. 773-4500,
Broadcast.r (rock) Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickett St., S. Portland. 767-4627
Carol and the Cha....... (rock)
Spirits at the Manor, 700 Main St. , S.
Portland. 775-5642.
Th. Look (rock) Shelley's, 12 Lincoln
St., Biddeford. 284-9283.

SUNDAY 5.20
The Lotion 4 pm, Gritty McDuff's, 396
Fore St. , Portland. 772-2739.
Acoustic Blues Jam (blues) 7 pm ,
Uncle Billy's, 60 Ocean St., S. Portland . 767-7119.
Dirty Dozen Brass Band (blues!
jazz) Raoul's, 865 Foresl Ave., Portland TIckets are $10. 773-6886.
Lov. Brok.r (rock) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton SI, Portland. 774-0444.
Comedy T-Birds , 126 N. Boyd, Portland 773·8040,

MONDAY 5.21
Roy Roge .. and th. Delta Rhythm
Kings (blues) Raoul's , 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886,
Lov. Broker (rock) Old Port Tavem,
11 Moulton St. , Portland, 774·0444

TUESDAY 5.22
Qu6b6cols-Cajun Fet. (FrancoAmerican folk mu sic) Tradilional music
and dancing with music by the Basin
Brothers Irom Louisiana at 8:30 pm at
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave, Portland. $5.
773-8187.
Tim F.rrell, K.vln Shone, Michael
Rafkln (improv comedy) Little Willie's, 36 Market St. , Portland 773-4500.
Lazy lightning (acoustic) Gritty
McDuff's, 396 Fore SI , Portland. 7722739 .
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavem, I t
Moulton St. , Portland . 774-0444.

WEDNESDAY 5.23
R.d Light R.vu. (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave ., Portland. 773-6886 .
Ralndogs (rock) T-Birds, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. TIckets are $61$8. 773-8040.
K.n Grlmsl.y, Erica Russ.II,
J.remy L •• t.r and Brenda
Moore (rock vocals) Gena's, 13 Brown
St, Portland. 772-7891.
N.twork (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton St. , Portland. 774-0444 .
Goul.t & Simmonds (cabaret) Little
Willie's, 36 Market St. , Portland. 7734500.

UPCOMING
L.on Rus •• 11 (blues/rock) May 24, 7
and 10 pm, Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave. ,
Portland Tickets are $15 . 773-6886.

Ronnie Earl
and the Broadcasters

Broadcast blues
RonnieEariand the Broadcasters will land at Raoul's Roadside
AttractionFridaynight,Theshow
startsat9p.m.and tickets-printed
on asbestos, presumably - are S8.
Eight measly dollars is an outrageously small price to pay 10 see
one oft he country's top blues acts.
Any serious blues fan who does
not come to this show and does
not have a written excuse from a
doctor will be rounded up at guitar paint and relieved of his or her
Ray Bans by Southern Maine Blues
Society president Ed Noyes,
Ronnie Earl has distinguished
himself as oneofthe better "traditional" bluesmen, The Austin
American Statesmen calls him "a
certifiable guitar hero," He has
been compared favorably to such
notables as Tinsley Ellis and Duke
Robillard,
\
In listening to Ronnie Earl's
records, the "guitar hero" part
comes through loud and clear.
Ronnie plays some of the tightest,
cleanest licks you' ll ever hear,
While capable of playing unthinkably fast burst of complex
blues figures, Mr. Earl plays with
delicious restraint - a thing almost unheard of in Chicago (i.e,
electric) blues these days, where
notes per minute is often equated
with quality. As if every glutton

were a gourmet!

But Unotes-per-minute" iscurrently the ruling genius of the
guitar hero culture, a thing that
has hurt the cause of blues music,
Most of the "new bluesmen"
performasif a blues song were an
excuse to string guitar solos together. This is due in part to the
factthatmost modern blues playerspick up the blues in the course
of sampling genres across the
board. Because such performers
rarely have the gospel background of the foundation blues
artists, they tend to sing with
reduced authority and confidence, and concentrate instead of
playing fast, fast, fast,
Unfortunately, such performers leave the task of the artist, i,e,
to evoke some emotion or idea,
far behind. They execute but do
not emote.
Ronnie Earl is an exception to
the trend , Those people with the
good taste and good sense to catch
Mr, Earl this weekend will note
that the lyric and vocal delivery
balance his virtuoso guitar work
well. And for $8, - think of it,
eight dollars American, less than
the cost of the average CD - this
show is a bargain.
No: my mistake, This show is
a reward,
W.D. Cutlip

AMIGOS 9 DANA STREET
MEXICAN fOOD
SINCE 1972

OLD PORT, PORTLAND

772-0772

Restaurant and Tayern
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT! •

Luncheon Specials Bvery Day!

DANCING
Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Fri: Post
Modem - all ages ; Sat: latest dance
music; Sun : request night; Tue: Hip
House-allages;Wed: WorldbeatNight.
773-8187.
Th. Moon, 425 Fore St., Portland .
Open nightly, 8 pm on ... No cover.
871-0663.
Salut.s, 20 Milk St. , Portland. Open
nightly until 1 am. No cover. 774-4200,
Bounty, 200 Riverside St., Portland.
Fridays, 18+. Open until 1 am . 7728033.

CON
CERTS
FRIDAY 5.18

Cathedral Chamb.r Sing... (choral) Benjamin Britten's "Rejoice in th e
Lamb, " works by Mozart, Bach and
various British folk songs. Concert IS at
8 pm at St. Luke's Cathedral, 143 Slate
St. , Portland. TIckets are $7, $5 for
students and seniors, available al
A:nadeus Music and at the door For
more infonmation , call 772-5434 ,
Th. Oratorio Choral. (classical)
Peter Frewen conducts the Chorale in
a performance of Schubert's Mass in A
flat major an d other shorter choral works
at 8 pm at St. John's Church, Brunswick. TIckets are $8, $4 for people
under 21 . For more information, call
729-5730.
Christ In. Lavln(folk) 8prn , The Center
for the Arts at the Chocolate Church,
804 Washington St., bath . Tickets are
$10. For more information, call 4428455.

SATURDAY 5.19
Paton F.mily Conc.rt (folk) 8 pm,
Luther Bonney Auditorium, USM Portland. Tickets are $6 in advance
(Amadeus Music, Buckdancer's Choice
and Gallery Music), $8 at the door.
Children'S tickets are $3. For more
information, call 773-9549.
Th. Oratorio Chorale (see above) 8
pm at SI. John's Church, Brunswick.

Randy Bean and Company (big
band Jazz) Pops Concert and Dance at
7 :30 pm at the Kennebunk Town Hall.
Party is open to everyone who likes
danCing , Singing along and listening to
jazz music. Tickets are $10 per couple.
For more infonmation , call 985-4343.

SUNDAY 5.20
Boy Singers of Main. (classical) 4
pm, Woodfords Congregalional
Church, 202 Woodfords St. , Portland.
Perfonmance of Bach's Cantata No. 93
with guest soloist Bruce Fithian and
Peter Allen accompanied by a cham ber orchestra. Also on the program
Faure's "Messe Basse' and Britten's
"Friday Afternoons . Tickets are $8 for
adults, $5 for students and seniors
available at Amadeus Music and Gallery Music in Portland. For more information , call 871-9310.
Choir Festival (classical) Portland
Chapter of the American Guild of Organists presents choral musIc by J.S.
Bach , John Rutter, David Stanley York
and Eugene Butler. Concert is 7:30 pm
al the First Congregational Church ,
301 Cottage Rd., S. Portland Free and
open to the public.

UPCOMING
Nashville Express featuring Kim
McKinnon and Larry Nelson (country)
Benefit dance for Redline Racing May
25 atThe Wagon Wheels Ranch, Route
113, Steep Falls, BYOB. $15 per
couple. For more information, call 6753207.

STAGE

Don Quixote Portland Ballet Company dances a section from Cervantes'
novel, choreographed by the Russian
ballet master Marius Petipa , May 1720, 24·27 at the Portland Performing
Arts Center, 25A Forest Ave " Portland. Performances are Fri·Sat at 8 pm
and Sun at 2 pm . Thursday, May 17 is
a Gala fundraising performance al 6
pm. Thursday, May 24 Youth Concert
at 10 am. For tickets, call 774-0465 .

cOI1tinued on

va~'
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Happy Hour 4-6 Mon.-Fri,
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

May 17, 1990

continued from page 13

We Bring You

The World

Of Classics.

Stock Market Reports

Daily 9a.m. and5:30p.m.

WPKM

FM 106.3

PORTLA)lD'S CLASSICAL RADIO

IN

CONCE

RONNIE EARL &

(formerly of ROOMFUL
"Ronnie Earl is a Premier

FRIDAY MAY 18

IRTY DOZEN BRASS BAND
"Live Voo-Doo music
from New Orleans"

SUNDAY MAY 20

ROY ROGERS
the DELTA RHYTHM KINGS
UlVntdlnnn

Lee Hookers' Band)

21

Forest Avenue

1111'"Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 "'111

SOUTHERN MAINE

DINING
GUIDE

STAGE

o Star Perlormance poem in four voices
by Anne Witten with collaged screens
by David Wolfe will be performed May
17,7:30 pm at Raffles Cafe Bookstore,
555 Congress St., Portland. Anne
Witten will give a short talk on oral
tradition and printer-<Jesigner David
Wolfe will talk about printing '0 Star:
Free and open to the public, but seating is limited. For more information, call
761-3930.
Goin' West (A Myth for the Mlsbe,
gotten) Fabulous Giggin Boys production of an original "hard-hitting ,tragicomic, post-modern" drama May 17,8
pm at Mad Horse Theater, 955 Forest
Ave., Portland. Admission is $50requal
value in bartered goods. For more information, call 761-8007.
Live From Studio I Ram Island Dance
presents three premiere dances by
Maine choreographers - "Sitting Standing and Lying Through Your Teeth' by
Brian Crabtree, "Seasons' by Stephanie Leighton and "Bittersweer by Sara
Whale - May 19 at 8 pm and May 20 at
7 pm at Ram Island Dance Studio I,
25A Forest Ave., Portland. ricKets are
$6. For more information, call 7752562.
Laughing Wild Christopher Durang's
comedy abouta would-be opera singer
and a New-Age junkie in New York City
performed by Mad Horse Theatre Company May 24-June 17 at Mad Horse
Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland.
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 7 pm. Ticket prices range from
$10-$14. For more information, call
797-3338.
Sw....ney Todd Stephen Sondhelm's
musical about a barber gone berserk
May 25-June 16 by The Portland Players at 420 Cottage Rd., South Portland. Performances are Fri-Sat at 8
pm, Sunday at 7 (except May 27 at
2:30 pm). For more information, call
799-7337.
Mikado Gilbert and Sullivan'S musical
will be performed through May 20 at
City Theater, 205 Main St., Biddeford.
Performances are Fri-Sat at 8 pm and
Sun at 2 pm. For more information, call
282-0849.
Murder at Howard Johnson. Actors Theatre of Maine presents this
comedy May 17, 19, 21,23,24 at the
OgunqUit Square Theater. For more
information, call 656-5151.
Kaspar Austrian playwright Peter
Handke's drama IS being performed by
the Bates Theater Festival May 17-20,
24-17 in Schaeffer Theater, Bates
College, LeWiston. Performances are
Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at 2 pm . Admission is $51$3. For more information,
call 786-6161.
The Tempest Outdoor production of
Shakespeare's fantasy performed May
17-20, 2 pm at the Olin Arts Center,
BatesCollege, Lewiston. Frooandopen
to the public. For more information, call
786-6330.

ART
OPENING
Images: A Journey In Four Parts
Dance by Maria Naidu with music
composed and performed by Stephen
Maclean May 17, 7 pm in Congress
Square Park (in from of the SoneSIa
Hotel), Portland. Rain date May 18.
Performance is a prelude to an exhibit
at Hitchcock Art Dealers, 602 Congress St., Portland. For more information, call 774-8919
Greenhut Galleries, 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Oils of the Maine countryside
by Glenn Renell May 18-June 15.
Opening reception May 18, 5-7 pm.
Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5:30 pm
772-2693,
Omelette Shop, 111 Maine St., Bnunswick. "Point of View; watercolors by
Edwin Gamble through June 7. Reception May 18, 5-7 pm.
Renaissance Gallery, 296 Maine
Ave., Farmingdale. The Unique Images of Dan Merriam May 17-July 11.
Reception for the artist May 18,6-8 pm .
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:30 am-5:30 pm, Sat
9:30 am-5 pm. 582-8255.
The Baxter Gallery, Portland School
of Art, 619 Congress St., Portland.
"Senior TheSIS Exhibition'through June
1. Opening reception May 19, 7 pm.
Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-5 pm. 775-5152.

Hobe Sound Gallery, 5 MilkSt., Portland. 'Three Installations" by Astrid
Bowlby, Robert Lieber and Nathan
Venno May 22-27. Opening May 22,58 pm . Hours: 2:30-7 pm. (Space donated by Hobe Sound Galleries.)

AROUND TOWN
Portland Museum of Art Seven Congress Square, Portland . Hours: TueSat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings, 5-9. ' French Impressionism
and Beyond: The Scott M. Black Collection" (through July 29): "Urban Visions: Images by Ashcan School Painters' (through Aug 26): "Americans at
Home and Abroad: Watercolors and
Prints by Childe Hassam, Maurice
Prendergast, James McNeill Whistler
and John SingerSargent" (through July
8r: "Perspectives: Harriet Matthews;
exhibitoflarge steel sculptures (through
July 8) ; "Artful Deception: The Craft of
the Forger; exhibition of forgeries ,
comparative works that are genuine
and works whose authenticity is in
question (through July 1); ' Frank Stella:
The Circuit Prints, ' mixed-media prints
(May 23-Aug 5). 775-6148.
AREA Gallery, USM Portland Campus Center. Bedford Street, Portland.
George Burk. recent works on paper
through May 23. Hours: Mon-Sat 10
am-10 pm , Sun 12-5 pm . 780-4090 ,
The Art Gallery al Six Deering,
Portland. Exhibit of oil paintings by J.
Day Mason through May 26. Hours:
TUE>-Sat 11 am-5 pm during the first
two weeks of the month; by chance or
appointment thereafter. For more information, call 772-9605.
Barridoff Galleries, 26 Free St, Portland. Recent work by Jeff Kellar and
Paul Maddrell through June 2. 7725011.
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire St., Portland. "Between Dimensions; works by five artists who combine methods and materials of both
painting and sculpture: Johannes Girardoni, Betsy Meyer, Dean Nimmer,
Duane Paluska and Greg Parker.
Exhibit continues through June 3
Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun 12-5 pm,
and by appointment. 772-2042.
Dimora , 26 Exchange St., Portland. Oil
paintings, watercolors and pastels by
Jennifer Durton and Dana Hooper
through June 15. 775-7049.
Evans Gallery, 7 Pleasant St., Portland, "The Pleasureof Being/The Pleasure of Seeing,' color photographs from
Provence and Cote d'Azur, France,
19B7-89by RobertS. Richfieldthrough
June 2. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-6 pm,
Sat 11-5 pm. 879-0042.
F,O, Bailey, 137-141 Middle St, Portland. Works by Maine artists, Hours:
Mon-Fn 9 am-5 pm, Sat 10 am-4 pm.
774-1479.
Good Egg Cafe , 705 Congress St.,
Portland. "Fire Fashions and Fish," photographs by Arthur Fink and 'Nudes"
by Lynn Brunelle through May 31. 7730801.
Maine Potters Market, 376 Fore
St., Portland Unique and varied vessels for Hower arrangements in stoneware, earthenware and porcelain by 15
Maine potters. Hours: Daily, 10 am-6
pm. 774-1633.
Payson Gallery of Art , Westbrook
College, 716 Stevens Ave., Portland
"Alison Hildreth: Paintings' and 'Alan
Magee: Inlets" through May 19. Hours
TUE>-Fri 10 am-4 pm (Thu until9); SatSun 1-5 pm. 797-9546
Portland Public Library, Monument
Square, Portland. "Such a Card; constructions and paintings by Michael
Lukachkothrough May 30. Hours: Mon,
Wed, Fri9am-6 pm; Tue, Thu 12-9pm;
Sat 9 am-5 pm. 871-1700.
Stein Gallery Contemporary
Glass, 20 Milk St., Portland. Symbiosis series, joined multi-blown vessels
by John Burchetta through May 31.
Hours: Mon-Sat 11 am-5e3O pm; closed
Tue and Sun. 772-9072.
W.. llln Gardiner Fine Arts, 4 1/2
Milk St., Portland. Fine 17th, 18th and
19th century decorative prints with an
emphasis on architectural, botanical,
marine & sporting subjects. Hours: TueFri 10 am-5:3O pm, Sat 10 am-5 pm.
774-1944.
West Side Restaurant, 58 Pine St,
Portland. Recent work - drawings and
paintings - by Scott R. Leombruno
through June 1.

Elements Gallery, 56MaineSt., Bnunswick. "Art in the Garden: group show
of outdoor sculpture and furnishings
celebrating spring in an indoor garden
setting. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-6 pm.
729-11oe.
Hobe Sound Galleries North, 58
Maine St., Bnunswick. Watercolors by
William Thon and sculptures by Cabot
Lyford through June 9. Hours: Tue-Sat
10 am -5 pm. 725-4191.
Icon Contemporary Art, 19 Mason
St., Bnunswick. Paintings and drawings by Edwin Douglas 1hrough June 7.
Hours: Mon-Fri 1-5 pm ; weekends by
chance or appointment. 442-8128 or
725-8157.
Maine Audubon Society, Gilsland
Farm, 118 Route 1, Falmouth .
Cibachrome photographs by Robin
Lovell ofOgunquitthrough May . Hours:
Man-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Sun 12-5 pm .
781-2330.
Thomas Memorial Library, 6 Scott
Dyer Rd ., Cape Elizabeth. "Inner Visions," black and white prints and handcolored photographs through May 19.
Hours: Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm, Tue and
Thu until 9 pm . 799-1720.
York Institute Museum, 371 Main
St., Saco. "Objectivity: Selections for
the Permanent Collection' through midSep; "Pants for Paintings' through midOct. Hours: Mon, Wed, Fri 10am-5pm ;
Tue, Thu 10am-8pm;Sat9am-12pm
282-3031.

OTHER
Persp ..ctives Gallery talk by Harriet
Matthews about her drawings and
sculpture on exhibit at the Portland
Museum of Art May t7, 5:15 pm at the
museum, Congress Square, Portland
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 775-6148.
Family Day at the Portland Mu,
seum of Art is being held in conjunction with Residents ' Tourist Day May
20, 12-5 pm. Gallery games and tours,
and a hands-on workshop in printmaking. Rick Adam of Heart of Gold Vaudeville Company performs "Magic, Mime
and Other Arts of Deception' at 1 pm .
All events are free with museum admission. Admission is free to anyone
wearing a Residents' Tourists Day
button, available at the Chamber of
Commerce, 142 Free St. For more
information, call 775-6148.
Thomas Cornell Paintings: The
Birth of Nature Thomas B, Comell,
professor of art, speaks on the exhibit
of his paintings May 25, 3 pm at the
Walker Art Building, Bowdoin College,
Bnunswick. Free and open to the Pl'blic. For more information, call 725-3275.
Danforth Street Gallery is looking
for ceramic pieces for a July exhibit
'New Forms. Contemporary Ceramic
Sculpture: which will focus in current
non-functional ceramics Ceramic artists interested on exhibiting pieces can
contact Diane Giardi at 967-0618.
Artreach Two-part outreach program
of the Portland Museum of Art traveling
exhibition program and teacher training institute, Applications for the institute are being accepted through May
25. Elementary teachers from throughout the state may apply to participate in
the extensive nine-day program, July
9-13, taught by nationally-known educators, art historians and museum
educators on how to incorporate the
visual arts into the general curriculum.
All hOUSing and meal costs will be paid
by the museum. Teachers interested in
applying should call the museum at
775-6148.

SENSE

Waste Management Jody Harris of
the Maine OffICe of Waste management presents a seminar on solid waste
reduction May 17, 7:3OpmattheJewish
Community Center, 57 Ashmont St.,
Portland, Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 772- 1959.
A Poet's Path Poetry reading by Mark
Souders and Steve Luttrell May 17, 8
pm at Cafe No, 20 Danforth St., Portland. Admission is $2. Free open reading, second Tuesday of the month, 7-9
pm
Updating the Old House Two-part
series offered by Greater Portland
Bales College, Olin Arts Center. Lelandmarks May 17 and 24 at 7 pm In
wiston. "Dahlov Ipcar: The Seventies &
St. Luke's Parish Hall, Park St., PortEighties; "Recent Donations; works
land. The first session helps homeby Matisse, Braque, Gaugin, Cezanne
owners assess their buildings archiand Picasso, and "Children's Book iltectural character, when an architect
lustrations," featuring the work of sevand contractor should be called in and
eral of Maine's best artists and writers.
how to comply with the Portland's new
Hours. Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm, Sun 1-5
historic preservation ordinance. The
pm. 786-6158.
second changes focuses on renovaBowdoin College Museum of Art ,
tions such as windows, porches, railBrunswick. "Charles Meyron : Etchings
ings and new additions. Participants
of Paris' (through June 17), "Thomas
are asked to bring pictures of their
Cornell Paintings: The Birth of Nature"
building to both workshop. Admission
(through July 8) Hours: Tue-Sat 10
to the two-part series is $ 10 for landam-4 pm, Sun 2-5 pm 725-3275.
mark members, $ 12 for non-members.
For more inlormation, call 774-5561.

OUT OF TOWN

Unde..tandlng Human Sexuality
Dr. Charles Perakis speaks as part of
Osteopathic Hospital and Univl1rsity of
New England College of Osteopathic
Medicine's AIDS Lecture Series May
17, 3:3~:30 pm in the Osteopathic
Hospital's Board Room, 335 Brighton
Ave., Portland. Free and open to the
public. For more information, call 8798244 or 879-8077.
Open Forum sponsored by the
Southern Regional Commission
for Women May 17,4:30-<>:30 pm at
Woodfords Congregational Church,
202 Woodfords St., Portland. The fonum is open to anyone interested in
learning more about what the Southern
Regional Commission can do for area
residents. For more information, call
797-3462.
Low Tide Walk Gulf of Maine Aquarium is leading a walk May 19, 12 noon
at Kettle Cove in Cape Elizabeth
(raindate May 20). Walk focuses on the
intertidal plants and animals that live
along our seaweed covered rocky
coast. Cost is $2. Free ~or aquarium
members. For more information, call
772-2321.
Maine Peace Campaign's Annual
Meeting The meeting is open to the
public and will look at how to convert to
a peace-time economy and how to
bring peace issues to the attention of
tomorrow's decision makers. Moming
features a panel discussion on the
Peace Economy Project at 10:30 am .
The afternoon features a fonum at 2:30
pm with candidates for the US Representative of the First Congressional
District. Annual meeting is May 19, 9
am-4 pm at Jewett Hall Auditorium,
University of Maine at Augusta. For
more information, call 772-0680.
Children's Book Writing Workshop
taught by Emily Herman, author of
"Hubknuckles; covering the trends in
children's literature, breaking into the
publishing world and more. Workshop
is May 19, 10:30 am-3 pm at the Maine
Writers Center, 190 Mason St., Bnunswick. Cost is $25 for MWPA members, $30 for non-members. Pre-registration is required. For more information, call 729-6333.
Portland Sufi Order Public Classes
'The Unity of Religious Ideals Part II"
(Satiya) May 20, 6:30-8 pm at 232 St.
John St., (use back door), Portland.
For more information, call Mufti Jaccarino at 874-2938 or Hayat Schecter
at 657-2605.
Casco Bay Greens Monthly Meeting
May 20, 6:30 pm in the John Mason
Room in the People's Building, 155
Brackett St. , Portland. Newcomers'
meeting is at 6:30 pm, general meeting
is at 7 pm . For more information, call
774-4599.
George M" Harding: Fi ..t Parish
Church Architect Earle Shettleworth Jr., director of the Maine Historic
Preservation Commission, speaks on
the architect who designed Yarmouth's
First Parish Church May 21 , 7:30 pm at
Merrill Memorial Library, Main Street,
Yarmouth. The program is oHered by
the Yarmouth Historical Society and is
free and open to the public. For more
information, call 846-6259.
Comput.... In the Workplace and
Health Related Issues is the topic
of the next CPSRlMaine (Computer
Professionals for Social Responsibility) meeting May 21, 5.30 pm in Room
340 at PRVTC, 196 Allen Ave., Portland. For more information. call Kent
Gordon at 797-3324.
Domestic Violence Greater Portland
NOW is sponsoring a discussion on
domestic violence with a representative from the Family Crisis Shelter May
22, 7:30 pm at the YWCA, 87 Spring
St. , Portland. For more information,
call 879-0877
Portland Republican City Committee meets May 22, 7 pm at the
Riverside School, 1600 Forest Ave .,
Portland. Handicapped accessible. For
more information, call Carolyn at 7738865.
Blood of the Condor Movie (Bolivia,
1969) describes the controversial U.S.imposed program in South America
that sterilized native Quechua women
without their knowledge or consent and
looks at Latin American attitudes toward the U.S. May 24-25 at 7 and 9 pm
in lecture Hall 104, Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston. For more
information , call 786-6330.
AIDS In Women and Children: The
View from the Cities Katherine
Jorgensen speaks May 24, 8-9 am in
the Women's Health Conference Room
and 12-1 pm in the House staff Dining
Room of the Osteopathic Hospital of
Maine, 335 Brighton Ave ., Portland .
For more information , call Sheri Dirrigl
at 879-8244 or Lesli Nicoll at 8798077.
Watershed: An Action Guide to
Improving Maine's Water24-page
citizen's guide discusses how to reduce and prevent non point source
pollution. The guide was jointly produced by the Department of Environmental Protection, the State Planning
Office/Maine Coastal Program and the
University of Maine Cooperative Extension. For a free copy, contact the
University of Maine Cooperative Extension at 780-4205.

Training in the '90s One day conference sponsored by USM's Continuing
Education for Business on training professionals and specialists from business, government and education June
6 at the Sheraton Tara Hotel, South
Portland. Workshops on creativity ,
selling consultant services, training on
a shoestring budget and more. Registration deadline is May 22 . For more information, call CEB at 874-6510.

OFF THE

CLOCK

Center for International Vlsllors
has been established by the World
Aftairs Council of Maine. The new
Center is working with 103 similar
centers around the nation which jointly
sponsors more than 25,000 prominent
visitors to the US induding businessmen, educators, scientists, cultural and
government officials. Volunteers are
sought for the new Center to assist in
the process of setting up itineraries for
the visitors and building resources for
the Center. For more information, call
Michael Donahue at 780-4551 or 8656220.
Family Mediation Program Volunteers are needed to work as objective
third parties and assist families in solving adolescent-family problems before
they get out of hand. Volunteers receive extensive training in conflictresolution techniques. They work in teams
of two with a case coordinator present.
Car andlor other transportation is necessary. Reimbursement for mileage
provided. For more information, call
Youth Alternatives of Southern Maine
at 874-1 185 ext. 24 .
Stone Environmental School Volunteers are needed to work with "atrisk" children in a four-<lay program .
Volunteers will assist teachers in
managing conflict, organizing games
and recreational activities, and in crisis
intervention. Volunteers must be able
to set limits, love the outdoors and
enjoy helping children. The camp will
nun for four days with 35-40 children attending . For more information, call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015
My Choice needs a volunteer to work
as a child care provider Wednesday
mornings 9:30- 11 am. Some experience with children in necessary and an
understanding . non-judgmental attitude
toward teen pregnancy is required. For
more information, call the Center for
Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Meals on Wheels TheSouthem Maine
Area Agency on Aging needs people to
works as drivers for the Meals on
Wheels Program . Deliveries must be
made weekdays between 10:30 am
and noon. Volunteers either drive the
same route every day or are a substitute driver for an hour and a half each
week. A valid license is required. Driver
will be reimbursed 22 cents per mile.
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.

HELP

OCD Support Group. For more information, call 774-8919.
Wings Support Groups Tuesdays, 7-9
pm at 139 Ocean St. South Portland
and Thursday, 7-9 pm at 11 Day St. ,
Westbrook. For more information, call
Gerrie Brown at 767-2010.
Women Survlvo.. Group meets
weekly on Wednesday evenings in
Portland. Free. For more information,
call 773-8550.
Outright Portland alliance of gay, lesbian, bisexual and questioning youth
oHers support and information for young
people ages 22 and under in a safe
environment. Write: OUTRIGHT, P,O.
Box 5028, Station A, Portland, 04101
or call 774-HELP.
Parents Anonymous is a self-help
group for parents who want to develop
better parenting skills and are seeking
support and advice from other parents.
Weekly meetings are on Tuesdays at 6
pm or Wednesdays at 2 pm in Portland.
Child care is provided. Meetings are
free. For more information, call 8717411.
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The Lion, The Witch and The
Wardrobe Actors Theatre of Maine
performs at the OgunquitSquare Theater May 19, May 27 at 10 am. Each
child is not required to commit to more
than one performance. For more information, call 946-5049.
Paper Flower Making Workshop for
kids ages 3-5 May 17, 22-24, 29-31 at
the Children'S Resource Center, Thompson's Point, Building 1A, Portland.
Times are 10:30 am and 1 pm. Cost is
$ 1 per child. To register, call 773-3045.
Bart Simpson visits Portland Bart
will be in Monument Square May 18, 11
am-pm, and taking the stage May 19,
12-3 pm in Deering Oaks Park.
Let's Look at Buildings Philip
Isaacson, art critic and author of "Round
Buildings, Square Buildings and Buildings That Wiggle Like a Fish, gives a
presentation for Kids ages 10-14 May
20, 2 pm in Kresge Auditorium, Visual
Arts Center, Bowdoin College, Bnun swick. Free and open to the public. For
more information, call 725-3151.
Children's Museum Workshops
"Build A Bug" May 22, 11 am- 12 pm,
preschool; 'Catch The Wind" May 29,
3:15-4:15 pm. All workshops are free
with museum admission. The Children'
Museum is located at 746 Stevens
Ave., Portland. For more information ,
call 797-KITE.
Indian In the Cupboard Actors
Theater of Maine presents a show for
kids May 26, May 28 at 10 am at the
Ogunquit Square Theater. Tickets are
$5. For more information, call 6465151.

....We buy anything worth buying"
Stereos • TVs e Musical Instrum.ents
Antiques e Guns e VCRs

• • • WE PAY CASH • • •
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail".
But now all Gold and Diamonds are

Discounted Even More!

14K Gold $12 per gram
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland • 772-3932
330 Lisbon St., Lewiston -155 Front St., Bath -177 Water St., Augusta

BUY • SELL • TRADE
••••

1HERFDUGHTREVUE

~
featUring

King Cadillac &
The Eldorado Horns
May 16 boors !)m I'lrty
May 18-19 'l'U-XAN Saw
May 20 YOlk IWOOr Inn (ah.)
May 23 boo/s !)m I'lrty
May 25 lINE, prilat party
May 26 Quacktillim!Alck Rare, jacksoo, Nil
J May 31

_June 8
_June 9
June 15
June 16
July 7
July 8

WELL

continuLd on page 16

OOB SIIl1IW Kick.()f! Bash, Mr. GroIbars,
'I'IIGX Noonlirre Coocert, Monwnenl Square
Bbck Cat Ball, fale;!a Ib~
foo WiIIiaJm Fami~ Fun \)Jy, Cape _fu
InCm:ert wi joe HoosIJl al Rms
(.5(0 Bay lines SIIIIU!l!Cruise ~
Cm:en 00 Vi: Green, thp:rt.1.I

Every Wednesday Night is Ladies Nighl
~( R~oul's Wilh the Red Light RevueLadies Admitted Free!
Now booking weddings and corporale
pa",ies for spring &: summer.

CALL 883-2802

NESS

Adull Health Screenings Community Health Screenings is offering
screenings for diabetes, anemia, colorectal cancer, high blood pressure
and cholesterol level . Dates, times and
places are as follows : May 28, 10 am1 pm, Town Hall , Scarborough; May
30,9 :30-11 :30 am , St. Anne's Church ,
Gorham. For more information, call
775-7231 ext. 551 .
Well Baby Clinics Community Health
Services offers clinics with dates, times
and locations as follows: May 18,9 am12 noon, First Parish Congregational
Church, Scarborough/Cape Elizabeth;
May 23, 9 am- 12 noon, WestbrookWarren Congregational Church. For
more information, call 775-7231.
Guided Meditation: Its Practice
and Spiritual Uses Classes meet
May 14, 16, 21 and 23,7-8;30 pm at
The Center for New Age Studies,
Thompson Point, Sewall St., Portland.
Free and open to the public. For more
information, call 729-5825.
B ..atlng the Blues Cures for mental
health and depression May 17, 1:30-3
pm as part of a series for seniors at the
Cummings Community Center, 134
Congress St., Portland. "The Aging
Agency and You" May 24, 1:30-3 pm.
Cost is 50 cents. For more information ,
call Carol McClure at 874-8870.
Heath and W .. llness Fair Representatives from local health organizations will be on hand, as well as people
giving blood pressure, glucose and
cholesterol screenings May 17, 1:306:30 pm at Saint Joseph's Manor, 1133
WaShington Ave., Portland. For more
information, call 797-0600.
Shame: The Invisible Dragon The H .. allng Journey from
Shame to Respect Marilyn Mason,
author of "Facing Shame: Families in
Recovery," presents a workshops May
18 In South Portland. Workshop is
sponsored by the Family Institute of
Maine and is open to professionals and
the general public. For more information, call 773-6658.
Spring Tonics and Foraging, and
Herbs for Children Workshop offered by Gabi Jacob May 19, 10 am-4
pm at Crystal Springs Farm. Hollis Rd .,
Biddeford. For more Information, call
499-7040.

• •••

CoscoBov
~EKLV

LIMITED EDITION T-SHIRT

Order your own totally hip CBW T-Shirt by sending $12 (Cash,
Check or Money Order) and the address label below to:
Casco Bay Weekly T-Shirt
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102
T-Shirts are 100% Collon XL, and sport the CBW logo on the fronL pockeL.

-~---------------------

Natne:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mailing Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---'State & ZlP: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Daytime phone 1: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
VISA/Me #·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~Exp. date _ _ __

Specify Color:

o Black
o Aqua

0 Pink
0 Royal Blue

AILernaLe color if first choice not available:
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Sport quote
of the week

WELL
NESS
Limited
ava ilability.
Early arrival
and reservations
requested .

Join us for
Sunday Brunch
Ilam-4pm

Imp.tl.nt T ....tm.nt of E.tlng
Disord.rs New England Eating Disorders Program monthly support group
meets May 22, 7:30 pm at Westbrook
Community Hospital, 40 Park Rd.,
Westbrook. Free and open to the public. Formoreinformation, call B54-8464.
Llf.II_ Fltnes. Programs New
sessions of Walk/Jog, Aquatics and
Aerobics begin May 30. Classes are
led by knowledgeable, friendly instructors at the USM Portland Gymnasium.
Registration deadline is May 1B. For
more information. call 780-41 70.

In 1954, I was a negative
one year old. However, author Jacques Barzun was alive
and well. He had just written
"God's Country and Mine"
and had no idea of the outrageous pro salaries for baseball
players to come along in 35
years. His wisdom still rings
true today:
"Whoever wants to know
the heart and mind of America had better learn baseball,
the rules and realities of the
game - and do it by watching
two little league teams with
bright shiny faces, reckless
abandon and a notable dearth
of talent. Yankee Stadium's
heroes don't even come close
to these fun-loving, sad-sack
lads for baseball education or
entertainment."

Mike Quin

r------------------------'
MAY SPECIALS
• CENTRAL VACUUM SYSTEMS
INSTALLED
for as low as $995 with cash discount.
Includes: 2 extension wands, Rug Tool, Floor/Wall Tool, Dusting
Tool, Upbolstery Tool, Crevice Tool and Storage "Hang Bag".

• IN-THE-COUNTER
FOOD PROCESSOR INSTALLED
as low as $945 with cash discount.
Processor includes: Clear Bowl witb bandle, Lid, Tamper,
Steel Cutting & Mixing Blade, Slicer Disk, Shredder Disk,
French-Fry Disk, Base Adapter & Power Unit.
Operates 12 appliances. Other options include: Blender, Fruit
Juicer, Mixer, Knife Sharpener, Coffee Grinder and Ice Crusher.

- 200 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $785 with cash discount.

SPORT

Cross-country Footrace May 20,
12 noon at Hyde School, 616 High st.,
Bath. Three miles. Registration and
walk begins at 10:30 pm . Entry fee is
$3. For more information, call Debbie
Shacnow at 443-5584.
Main. Outdoor Aclventu ... Club
Upcoming Trips: May 18-20, Mount
Katahdin , BaxterState Park, backpacking, camp out on Penobscot River,
772-9831 ; May 27, day hike at Mt.
Cutier in Hiram. 773-1779 ; June 3, day
hike at Mt. Mooselauke, challenging
hike in southwest area of White Mountains. 772-8465.
B ••• ball C.rds Baseball Card Super
Show features George Foster and
Jimmy Piersall May 19, 10 am-7 pm at
the Augusta Civic Center. Door prize of
$1000. More than 130 dealers from all
OYer New England. Autographs are $6 ;
admission is $2.50. Proceeds benefit
Waterville Area Big Brothers/Big Sister.

Pizza Rid. 10-20 mile ride along the
ocean and marshes of Cape Elizabeth
and Scarborough with the Casco Bay
Bicycle Club Thursdays at 6 pm at
Pars Pizza, Route One, near Oak Hill
in Scarborough . For more information,
call 799-1085.
Outdoor Trip Hotline Latest bicycling, hiking, camping, canoeing and
other trips sponsored by the Casco
Bay Bicycle Club and the Maine Outdoor Adventure Club. Call 774-111 B.

ETC

Junque S.I. Maine Historical Society
is hosting a sale of trash and treasures
May 20, t 1 am-4 pm at the Maine
Society. 485 Congress St , Portland.
Books, plants, an antique grain dolly
and used office equipment are among
the items for sale. For more information, call 774-t822.

Spring Bird W.lks Maine Audubon
Society offers free Saturday moming
bird walks during May and June. Walks
are being given iA various locations in
the Greater Portfand area and begin at
7 am. The walks are scheduled as follows: May 19, Evergreen Cemetery led
by Dale Dorr (meet at pond toward the
back of the cemetery ; May 26 , meet in
the parking lot behind the Harriet
Beecher Stowe House in Brunswick.
For more information , call the Maine
Audubon Society at 781-2330.
TNcklng Immigrants and refugees who
want jobs driving trucks may enroll in
Project Improve. a program offering
Class B driver education instruction to
non-English speakers . Three-month
course is offered weekends and evenings at PRVTC and Southern Maine
Technical College. Applicants must
speak Polish , Khmer, Russian,
Amharic. Romanian and Farsi and must
know how to drive a standard transmission vehicle. Classes are free and interpreters are available. For more information, call the Refugee Resetdement
Program at 871-7437.
Wolfe Neck Woods St.te Park
offers nature programs for the general
public on Sundays throughout the
spring . "Woods and Wildflowers. " walk
and activities that explore the beauty
and ecology of the forest in spring will
be given May 20, 2 pm at the park in .
Freeport. Programs startatthebencOes
in the second parking lot. Free and
open to the public. For more information, call 865-4465.
Annu.llntematJonal Mobilization
Again.t AIDS Memorial Day Weekend Candlelight Vigil May 20. 6 pm in
Monument Square, Portland. Vigil will
be followed by a candlelight march to
St. Luke's Cathedral, State St., Portland for a memorial gathering at 6:45
pm. For more information, call the PWA
Coalition at 773-8500.
Basic Rescu.r CPR USM Ufeline is
offering a certification course in Basic
Rescuer CPR. Seven-hour course
includes one- and two-person CPR,
child and infant CPR and obstructed
airway management. Classes meet
Tuesday May 29, 7-9:30 pm and June
2, B:30 am-l pm in the Multipurpose
Room of the USM Portland Gym .
Registration deadline is May 22. For
more information, call 7B0-4170.

- 100 AMP CIRCUIT BREAKER PANEL
as low as $490 with cash discount.

*No Interest Payment Plans Available*

Additional 10% discount with this coupon.

CYR INDUSTRIES INC.

by Lynda Barn)

892.~0119 or 1~800~2.8;'~'WIRE
P.O. Box 2123, No. Windham, ME 04062

-------------------------~

D·o you enjoy great design?

ITS A 'I\-IING w\"\ERE I WI5H I (OVLON'T
'i:VER~TH\NG \ SA~ IS
SO SfVPIt> Bvr \ C/lN'i (ONTROI. MY
MOVHI, Ii KeEPS OPE~ING At-JD BoRIN6
~";:;:~~~:'::';--.....;~';';;;'?~-:---"f-'a THINGS (OME OVT, AI.SO I HAVE Nonce!).
\ AM UGL,11 C.OMPARED. TO AI..L M'j FR,IEN
OVT Of EVER.'jON E 1\ iURNS OUT I AM
e DO~. I'M "101 SA'd\NG TI-II) ON~Y TO
"( I\ilEN TI ON , I'M 1t£A\..Ic.lflJ6 fALTS ,
fALj<; BEC.AUSe

Do you enjoy
Baroque high-relief
architectural detail?
Now you

can

Maine's own
clothing designer,
Marc Belliveau, has
applicd Baroque
and Neo-Classic
design elements to
his contemporary
100% cotton knit
sportswear with wit
and whimsey - for
fun in fashion!

10 SOVi'/D CoNCci"n:O

\-lOw MUCH DOES THAT (OVNT WHEN

YOv~

FACE t BoO~ t Wr\OLE PE P-SONA \"IT~
SVE AKER AND -rnEM ARE GOING

TO GIVe ME A TRvfH SESSION ONTI,E
REA L,ITY Of T'rIE1R. OPINIONS ON ME'
WI·\lcl-I SflE SA~S WORKEO (,000 ON HER
COVSIN CAROL FROM IDArlO. I \-1oPE IT .
. woR.~s FOll- ME.

A M

ARYLi:I S

Bvr GoOD A1 poeTlty.

Svr

SvCKS?

Only at Amaryllis

~/~

home services

musical instruments
notices

person to person
recreation

ride board
roommates

stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estale • for sale
real estate. for rent

SF ,24, CREATIVE, liberal,
attractive, love to laugh, love being
outside, heallh cooscious, high sillyfactor, bul qu ite capable of being
serious. Sooking male,non·smoker
wilh compatible qualities. CBW
Box 897 TPL 22155
MOMMA BEAR SEEKS Poppa
Bear to snuggle with while our cubs
sleep, to help cook porridge in the
momings, and to hike with through
the woods to shed some of our
hiberna~oo poundage. Lers invite
Goldilocks 10 BRUNCH! CBW Box
898 TPL 22156
GWM, 32, HANDSOME,
intelligent, independent, flexible,
secure seeks similar 26·34 for
relalionship, travel and possible
relocation to the South. Must be
unattached and have a clear
understanding of themselves and
ihose around them. Must also have
personal and profeSSional goals
with a strong desire to "have It all:
Waiting for Mr. Right CBW Box
902 TPL 22160
GWM. 40 , ATTRACTIVE ,
masculine, honesl. and drug free
seeks same 25-40 of any race for
inllmacy, friendship and no strings
attached relationship. CBW Box
904 TPL 22162
GWM SEEKING SAME for
possible
friendship and
relationship. I'm 24, 5'11", 165,
straight actinQ, and pretty
together. Lookln~ forward to
getting physical In the great
outdoors. CBW Box 905 TPL
22163
HEY LADIES: 18-35, If you
possess in~insi c beauty and know
your social graces here's an offer
to hob-nob with the uppar-crust,
porsch~ et set. SWM, 26, looking
lor female opportunist to
accompany during unusual buSiness
trips and leisure activity pursuits.
~ you're really a"ractive (no gaps
between teeth), can articu late, and
are Iree of pathological symptoms,
I guarantee access 10 elitist SOCial
funcllons on an Interna~onal scale
(In due time). Unfortunately, ro
drugpies, boozers, or addicts .
Ethmcity not a problem. Photo
please. Confidentiality assured.
CBW Box 907 TPL 22165
fNTER-RACIAL
SWF 29
professional. 5'7", 116, attr~ctlve:
young looking. Would like to meet
SBM educated, athletiC, for
friendship/re lationsh ip. Please
send picture 10 PO Box 8466
Portland ME 04104 TPL 22166
SWM 25, handsome, athletiC, 130
Ibs, 5'6", seeks like SWF (18-30),
10 rock cl imb, hike. ride mountain
bikes, go to good restaurants,
moVIes, etc. Send 1>10to and 1>100e.
CBW Box 911 TPL 22170

SWF NON-SMOKER 28 petite,
attractive professional, loves the
ocean, horseback riding, skiing,
dancing, champagne, humor,
romance and honest. Seeking
attractive SW Gentleman 25-35
that has similar tasles, knows what
he wants and believes that chivalry
is not dead. Let's get togetherwho knows what could happen.
Photo? CBW Box 912 TPL 22171
BLOND HAIR, BLUE eyes, 5'r.
145 Ibs WM looking for that slim
couple with all the fantasies. Good
Wine, mind and bodies for a lasting
friendship. I'm 30, very clean and
enJoy fun in the sun or moonlight
Phonenetter/photo PO Box 9421
#308, South Portland, ME 04106
TPL 22172
GM, 33, ACTIVE in Ihe arts,
intense, gentle, meditator. seeks
creative, reasonably secure
rompanion to share I~e's challenges.
humor, emotional honesty,
intellectual curiosity. culture,
nalure, quiet,non-motorized,nontelevision oriented recreat ion

without drugs or smoking. PO Box
15113, Portland, ME 04101 TPL
22173
WM 29 SEEKS attractive women
18-32 . Must be fun and enjoy
receiving roses and lots of love.
Photo..,d phone number requested
CBW Box 913 TPL 22174
BiWM, 35, SLIM, attractive.
seeking couple, 20's to 40's, 10
have fun , good times together.
LeIs mee~ see where things go and
maybe we'll get crazy logether.
CBW Box 914 TPl 22175
VERY ATTRACTIVE SWM, 26,
dark hair, green eyes. seeks SWF
23-32 for dating. I enjoy musIC,
writing. ethnic dining, walking, and
psychology. Do you?" CBW Box 915
TPL 22176
DOCTOR, 46, Interested in
meeting an unusually a"ractive
woman who IS Interested in sailing,
dining, travel. and her spintuallty.
(Your) kids are fine. Let's meet
over coffee. Portland area Please I
PO Box 8125, Portland, Maine
04104 TPL 22177
MISTRESS(S) this totally
submissive foot slave awaits the
chance that he may service your
pretty, sweet smelling leet The
pain you would lash out and your
pleasure of dOing so would be a
wanll"ll reward just to be able to
worship your sensuous peds.
Please, I beg your beckoned
call. .. SWM 27 send photo and
instructions. PO Box 934
Scarborough , ME 04074-0934
TPL 22137
ATTRACTIVE, professional male.
45. 5'11 " 170. Tired of singles
scene, seeks tall full -figured
married lady. 40-50 for possible
discreet adult relatiooshlp. Life IS
too short, the present is preciOUS.
CBW Box 896 TPL 22154

/

With Casco Bay Weekly's TaIkJn.g Personals
you can not only read the personals you can also
listen to them and leave a message ~f your own!

,HeRE'S A~SO GoOD aVA~ITlES. ~eA01N6
(OMP~"l1cNSION ) A\l.TISTlC AND NOT

Amaryllis Clothing Co.

MOST of ALL I JUST WISH FO~ EVfP.~THING
ABOVT ME ,0 OIANGE. ANO IHEN I SWEAR
TO 600 I WOVLD Qv IT "'':'TING INSECVRE)

liE M\lSEU, LIKE IN A~L THE SONGS
EIlE PeOPLE ARE BEING ftl.MSHVeS.

AND

I WOU~O STOP

FAI<IN6 AND Be Fait p.eAlANO ACT FIt!;!: LI~E SVE AKER AtJPII-IEM
BECAUSE FoP. R. 16HT NOW I NJ, ONL!:j A P~A.I
c. WALL OF I LI.USION, WHICH r HATE. IF I
HAVE A pOSS\~"li~fTO (flANGE PLcIlSe- GoO
LET rr I1A pEN .
~~~'~~W?tia'.al~

TaIkJn.g Personals are a quick and easy way to
find out more about the person placing the ad,
to share more about yourself, or just to see
who's out there.
Whenever you place a Person-to-Person ad in
Casco Bay Weekly, you will be assigned a
TaIkJn.g Personal number (TPL), free! You can
leave an outgoing message so that others can hear
and leave messages o f th eir o wn for you!
To listen to the TaIkJn.g Personals in this issue,
just follow these simple instructions:
1. Dial 1·900·896-2824 from any touchtone phone.

Each caU costs 95~ per minute, billed to your phone.
2. When the madtine answers, dial access code 22.
3. The machine will ask for a specific number.
Enter the ',[PL' number listed at the end of
the ad you wish Lo respond to.
4. Listen to the recorded message·. and leave
your response if you wish.

41 Exchange SI., Portland, )1E 04101

772-4439
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learning
legal services
lost & found

TALKING
PERS@NAL

wear it!

,

May 17,1990

All can. are ocrccn.d. Obscene messaga wW be deleted.
·Penon-to-Person advertlscn may ch~ not to
leave an outgoing mcs5~.

LADY EARLY 40'S 5'8" wishes to
pick dandel"ns while they are still ir
bloom. If you are ready to blossom
out and not fresh , you can hold th e
bag, I'll PICK. Write PO Box 166
Biadeford, ME 04005 TPL 22181

Winner receives two free movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!
QUESTION: "What has 4-legs, and flies?"
Not me. S-mom (30's): 2-legs, long hair;
bright, warm, witty, Not skinny
(not into "moo-moo" either!) Seeks
M-partner who's: similar, stable, sincere,
gentle, affectionate. Let's nDt be lonelytogether,
ANSWER: "a dead dog!" (oh well. .. )
CBW Box 918 TPL 22180
It;oo have placed an ad i1 the Ca;oo Bay weekly
personals, yoox a:J is rubnalicaly eni9Ied i1 the

PERsoNAL a= THE WEEK oonIest. We are Iooki1g
kJr a:Js that are aeaIive, v.itly and fun.
Wnners v.il rece;..e thai" ticl<ets i1 the maio
THIS DWF WOULD
like to meet a SIO man who is
available emotionally as well as
bodily. He should be fun-loving
free, flexible and mld·3O's-late
40's. CBW Box 879 TPL 22138
SWM 30 WOULD like to meet a
nice, down -to -earth woman.
Understanding, open-minded ,
caring, and a sense of humor I
appreciate. I'm into the arts, music,
nature. etc. I'm masculine. healthconsCIOUS and attractive. CBW Box
880 TPL 22139
DWM 40'S single dad looking for
loving and sensitive lady to share
long walks, movies and dancinQ. I
enjoy good conversation, qUiet
times and new experiences. Please
write or call CBW Box 882 TPL
22141
SF, 33, MOTIVATED health
professional, erjoys both indoor and
outdoor activities ; seeks
emolionally stable SM who has a
positive relationship with both
himself and his mother. CBW Box
883 TPL 22142
ARE ALL THE GOOD ooes taken?
Perhaps , but not an issue.
Allractlve WM 30 looking for
handsome, masculine MWM 3O-4?
for intimate no·strlngs allached
relationsh ip. Discrelion a must.
CB W Box 885 TPL 22144
DWM . 39 Attractive, can ng,
romanllc and good person, looking
for allracllve well-put-together
(body and mind) fema le who's
outgoing, has diversified interests
and good humor. Equals but she
would like someone to be masler
behind closed doors only .
Letter/photo/phone CBW Box
8B8 TPL 22145
CREATIVE OPTIMISTIC man
(single, 43) seeks spiriled, smart,
sometimes senSible, sexy !Noman
who does rot smoke and who knows
how to have fun. PO Box 5178
Poruand ME 041 04
HElP! COUPLE seeking bi-gay
lemale to complete ~iangle . longterm relationship, comfortable
lifestyle, easy-going, fun people.
Extra room if needed . to get away
for a while. CBW Box 887 TPL
22146
WILL THE 90'S surpass the 60's?
Tall former flower child, M, seeks
qUiet F soulmate for intimate
conversations and woodstove
moments . Parenting -oriented.
CBW Box 868 TPL 22119
GWM I'M GOOD LOOKING
active, healthy. straight actinQ, and
have many interests. Seek intimate
friendship with same. ff you're 18·
30 or so, enJoy sports and
eschewing boredom, please reply.
Pholos a plus. CBW Box 8931pL
22151
SPRING HAS SPRUNG; grass is
nz. OF 30's wonders where male
comrade is. He needn't speak in
rhyme, but does need to value
family and honesty, have a good
sense of self and welcome
spontaneity and romance. Let's
share the arrival of spring and
more together. CBW Box 894 TPL
22152

DWM

MID-30'S. successful
artis~ wllh a kind heart and strong
midweslern values. Seeks S,vWF
25-35, who is kind, giving, with
strong values and $ emotionally
ma11Jre. Photo and phone. CBW Box
916 TPL 22178
SWM- 30'S, SPENT past year
buried in work trying to mend
broken heart It's now fully healed
and I'm ready to get back in the
game. If a bright. good-looking,
romantic nICe guy is what you've
been looking for· there's one
available CBW Box 917 TPL
22179

lee's
betty
blue
barbeque
sunday, 3 pm on

M

,------.....".--=---------.
GJ ~~,~ ~.
iY
Compatl
-bles
()-,,<-</,(J'

SPENDING ANOTHER boring
"The Dating Service That Cares"
eveningalone? Meet someone new You've scen me on D o nahue and U.S.A. Today.
and interesting in the Casco Bay As the oldest dating service in N.E., we have
Weekly Person to Person secDon. ·
d
d h
Answer an ad, call a Talking
mtro ucc t ousands of singles with caring
Personal, or wnte an ad of your concern and affordable rates. Why not you?
ownII Or just Sit at home and
Wc 're n o t just another
watch late nlte "MASH' reruns.
d ating scrvice .
SWM 34 professional, blond hair,
We 're Compatibles.
blue eyes. 171 lb. Enjoys travel
dining , dancing, hiking, biking and
Call for a free
Ii
working out . Very financia lly
consultation.
j 1
secure. Seeking WF for friendship
767-1366
...
""'"_
busy social schedule and possi!>e
relationship. Your sincere reply to
Portland
CBW Box 919 TPL 22182 All
783-1500
,.
replies answered.
I
.iIiI
ATTRACTIVE,
ATHLETIC
Auburn
L..-...
professional, spirited, down-to,
Alway.s imitated but never equaled.
earth, sensitive,
bohemian?
SWt.132.
Seeksslightly
naturally
cute, '-:===::;~::~~~~;:~~~~===::;
r

t

11',..,.,. -

pellte female who appreciates
mUSIC, danCing, outdoor exercise
and hailing fun. rve been waiting for
a special person, how about you?
Photo appreciated. CBW Box 920
TPL22183
GM 48 wants to meet other GM
25-48 for quiel evenings at home
Seekilg
dominant-type
man.
send phone
#. CBW Box
921Please
SWF SPRING HAS sprungI
Fbwers are up! rm a bud Give me a
caring. chemical·free guy 40·50.
and some TLC, then watch me
bloom. CBW Box 922 TPL 22184
DWF 42 Would like to meet SWM
who is honest and enjoys the simple
things in life. Understanding
caring . and enjoys good
conversatioo, quiet times and new
experiences. CBW Box 923 TPL
22185
IF YOU ARE a prelty, nlcefigured, pleasant, kind, SWF (2532) who values family and would like
to meet a handsome, stable
thoughtful, romantic man wh ~
wants to marry and raise children
Ihen let's talk. CBW Box 924 TPl
22186
SWF, OVER 35, great shape:
heading toward wealth and fame;
went to Woodstock. Wants SWM,
Independenuy wealthy handy man
with boat in Casco Bay. Must like
commitment, animals and fun. No
gigolos I CBW Box 925 TPL 22187

'',H

MEET GIRLS! GUYS!

Hear recorded messages from exciting fun lovin'
singles who describe themselves and leave their
ho
be f I
edl
p ne num rs or mm ate contact!

ROMANCE CONNECTION

1-900-346-8080

,-:==================:.
r
$1.50 1st minl754: add'i mins

+The+
Venus Project
Astrological Match-Making
For Singles Who Want A Lasting Relationship

The reasonable one-lime fee mail! tains
your membership until you have the
relationship you want

Call Today for a Free Brochure
800-446-2979
8 Pheasant Lane •

QUESTION : "What has 4-legs,
and flies?' Not me. S-mom (30's) :
2 ~legs , long . hair; briQhl, warm,
wl"y. Not skinny (not Inlo "moo,
moo' eitherl) Seeks M-partner
who's : similar, stable, sincere,
gentle, affectionate. Let's notbe
[onely - together. ANSWER; "a
dead dog r (oh well. .. ) CBW Box
918 TPL 22180

Lexington, MA 02173

Gay Matching!
J:l!liiIl\:!IlEls~r 800-633-6969

D1.1.~~e!!r.:s~~2~E
24 Hour Service
Q 1..900 .. 226 ..2003
d 1..900 ..988 ..3135
d 1..900 .. 988~3139
Q 1..900 .. 226 ..2007
d 1..900 ..988 ..3136
Q 1..900.. 226 ..2004
"0;> 1..900 .. 226..2006
C$" 1.. 900 .. 988..3137
Q 1..900.. 226.. 2005
d 1..900 ..988 ..3138
FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!FREE!
Leave Your Name & Message Call 1..800..388..8274
$5 er min. (3 min. program)

-
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body & soul
._

t

COUNSELING FOR EATING and
body image issues. Individual and
group therapy available. Call Lisa
Bussey. MA CEDT 77&-7927
WOMEN: Does being In k>ve mean
being in pain? Learn how to chaIllle
dysfunctional relat ionship
patterns. Therapy group now
form ing based on "Women Who
Love Too Much." For more
Information call 871-9256
REIKI HEALING Let this
Japanese energy balancing
technique relieve your stress and
pain, leaving you mentally clear,
renewed, revitalized and feeling
GREATI Call Kristen Erico. 2nd
degree Practitioner at 773·1346
METAPHYSICAL READINGS
from a spiritual perspective ofler
Insight and practical application
regarding your current energy
field, life lessons, personal symbols,
and challenges. Call Regina at 729·
0241
POLARITY THERAPY SpeCial
ofler. A gentle, noninvasive way to
open and balance you lile Energy
System. Introductory session $25
Call Beth Koehler CPT, LMsT
284·9594 Kimbell Health Center,
Saco

RENEWING THE Inner lile Of
Spiritual Leaders. Mid·week
retreat--on Lake Winnipesaukee.
June 26 through June 28. Call
Geneva Point Conlerence Canter,
(603) 253-4366, or Dwinell & Hall
at (207) 799·1024.

roommates
SELF-ESTEEM: A sense of one's
own dignity and worth, the
cornerstone in the foundation upon
which we build to become wellrounded, content and successful
participants in life. Lack of selfesteem means years of untapped
potential and limited living. A group
IS being formed for those who need
enhancement. support and
development in this critical area
Please call 772-6892 for more
inlormation.
REBUILDING: After Your Love
Relationship Ends. For men and
women, we will assess where you we
in . the process of separating,
adjusting and rebuitding your lives.
Group will meet weekly, 10 weeks,
June·August. Call 773·9625.
Carrie Peterson, MA, MS.
WHOLE FOODS cooking classes
for folks in transition to a
vegetarian eating style. June 5, 12,
and 19, 6·8 pm. $45 lor series.
Call 774·8889 for registration or
more information
ATTENTION PARENTS children
with special needs: Barbara
Loewenberg·lrlandy, a Certified
Reality Therapist and SpeCial
Education Consullant, will be
offering a group therapy series of
7 weekly t 1/2 hour sessions
covering the following topics: 1.
focusing your energies on your
child's behalf. 2. the grieving
process. 3. acceptance. Call 774·
8t 49 for further information.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~
~

Chiropractic Natural Health Center ~
Dr. Karen Danko, D.C., N.D.
~

~
~

wboUsttc cbtropractlc, naturopathy

~

475 Stevens Ave Portland ME 04103
772-5131

~

~

~~~

~

~
~

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A
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•<
BARBARA FUDAlA RN
,,<
Therapeutic Massage
,
••
mcmber AMTA
•~ SUJe~lish, Polarity, £t1ul Deep Tissue Massage
g 1 Mitchell Rd

·
~

799-3346

South Portland ME

~

childcare

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
lrc:nmcnl for Addiclions, ACOA Issues, and Co-dcpcndcncy
Individuals. Groups and Couples

·
,

Lucy C Chudzik
207-761-9096

,

Uce nsed Su bstance Abuse Counselor

I

,

.
'

·

r-

477 Congress Street. Portland, ME 04101
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success- perso1Ul1 and busiru;ss

•

~

Carole B. Curran, MS, CSW-IP

I

:

coullselor, hYPllotist, psychic

:
I

t
t

t

by appointment 871-0032

pe"solull development ck.sses
reklxatiot; beaUtlg, meditation, psychic

THE BEST FOR LESS! Cape
ACOA/CODEPENDENCY Group. Elizabeth 1 dog, 1 cat, 2 teachers
This 12-week group will focus on seek MIF for 3BR house on estate.
recovery for ACOA's and
Easr.-going, tolerant household.
Codependents lhrough group
Avail June t $330/inc util. 799therapy, educational experiences
4551
and a strong focus on utilization of
ROOMMATE M/F wanted 10
12·step recovery programs and
share quiet house in Cape Elizabeth
philosophy. Issues of self'esteem,
near ocean. Avail. July 1st. 10-15
abuse, reiationships, work issues
minutes to town. Washer/dryer.
and boundaries in recovery will be
Room w/private bath. Must be nonexplored. For additional
smoker. h:767·4581 w:883-3936
information please conlact: Don
k to Do
as r n.
Kent, LSAC 871-Ot 00 or Sharon
SABBATH DAY LAKE/New
Jalbert. RSAC 324·7891
Gloucester. ResponSible MIF NlS
MEN'S EARLY RECOVERY
share walerfront 4BR house
Group. This 12·week group will to.
wrth deck and prMlte beach. 20 min
focus on men's issues and early
to Lewislon and Portland. No pets
recovery from addiclion. For
$225/mo • util and deposit Days
addilional informalion please
846.6600 eves 926.3486
contact: Don Kent, LSAC 871·
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted to
0100
share spacious 3br apt.
EARLY
SOBRIETY- $234/month • utit. N/S,
DECISIONS? DIRECTIONS? Help responsible,quiet,
In recognizing where you are now,
sludent/professional preferred .
and in mapping your progress.
USM area. Avail August 1. Call
groups beginning in May/June. Call Chantal 772-5667
.
773-0279. Alec and Maureen
PORTLAND WEST END Marned
Hyslop.
couple With dog and cat looking for
non-smoking, responSible person to
WOMEN'S
HEALING rent
extra bedroom and share
ADVENTURES: g full-day
single family house $300 per
workshops the last Friday of each
h pf
II h . ails 774
month beginning in June. Horseback mont us to pone c .
.
1682
riding, drum·making, theater
ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F
performance. We will use nature
k eeded to
. aI
and healing environments 10
pro fesslon ,nonsmo er n .
share a sunny 2BR apl In So.
support, conlront, and celebrate
Portland. Great location. Minutes
each olher as women of power.
Irom Penland and 1 block away
Facilitaled by Rosie Byrer, MEd
Irom
the beach Avail June 1
and Nancy Shiller Race, MA. For 287.50/month + 1/2 util. Call lisa
more information, call Rosie @
at 799-7806. Leave message.
772-7532 or Nancy @ 77&-2833.
WANTED M/F roommate to share
WAY OF WOMEN: 6 weekly
.
E
classes exploring ancient practices
qUiet. sunny West nd""t. Great
and wisdom of women 10 creale an
locallon. $230lmonth. Includes
heatlhw. Non·smoker a must,
experience of the divine woman
vegelanan preferred. no pets. Call
within. Tuesday evenings, May 22·
Johanna
or Jenathan at 772·6980.
June 22. Limited 10 6 people. Call
799-4927 lor a brochure and to
Casco Bay views.
register. Kathleen McKuai, MA
Housemate wanted to share
Jungian·based therapy for women.
SpaCIOUS 2BR apt with professional
woman in lhe E. Prom area. I'm
licensed massage
looking for a smart, quiet,
responsible leftist-type to create
therapist
, .
. ho
a Inend~,seml-cooperatMl me.
Stu Phillips. CM.T.
$290 8 9·0298
ROOMMATE WANTED to help
house calls
find and share 2BR rental, $600or office appointmenLs
800 ra"\le, starting July or later.
371-2351
I'm conslderale. neat, reserved yet
progressive. If you are 30-45 yrs
old with similar qualities, I would
like to get 10 know you. 761·1549.
CASCO BAY MONTESSORI ROOMMATE NEEDED for
SChgol offers quality care in a spacious 7 room apt in West End.
home-like environment. Current Woodstove. WF, smokers ok. $275
openings for afternoon session + utlis. Call days 773-2532.
11 :45 10 3:30, Art & Crafts WEST END SUNNY 1 bedroom.
Program 3:30 to 5:30. Beginning Bright. $400/month, heated
July 2, "Summer Mornings· 9:00 to Security depoSIt. 761 ·1638
12:00, drop off welcomed with
same day call. Also accepting
enrollmenl for September
Afternoon Sessions, flexible
scheduling. Call 799-2400, localed
TEACHER WILL TUTOR your child,
at 440 Ocean St, Soulh Portland
summer months, excelant references.
SAT practice also. Call 772·0002
Eves
.

•
I

learnin
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biz services
RENT A WIFE Attenlion busy
executiVes, rm lhe person who can
take care of all your domestic
needs. I can take 2 more clients:
cleaning, laundry. shopping,
organization, cooking, errands, etc.
Call 879·7049 for appointment.
Refs. required.
RENT A HUSBAND Lady's: I have a
limited number of openings.
Services include: painting,
yardwork, general household
mainlenance, lifting, tugging and
hauling. Call 879-7049 lor
appointment. Refs. required.
LIGHTNING ELECTRIC and
refrigeration. Super quality work,
fair price. Period. Member Better
Business Bureau. Call 774-3116
ELECTRICIAN call Forrest for all
your electrical needs. Fuses to
breakers, washer/dryer/range
ouUets, general rewIring. licensed
and insured. 24 hour service 20
years axpenence. 772·5257
TYPING: small term papers ,
articles or small projects for a
minimal charge. RESUMES wntten
and typed with copies for a flat
lee. Call 865-6722. Leave

CASCO CLEANING SERVICE
Now offering HYDRAMASTER
lruck·mount steam extraction for
carpets. Very last drying. Call
about our low "Spring Cleaning"
rates In eflect thru June. 773·
7510
HOUSITTER AVAILABLE for
peace of mind while you're away.
Reliable mature woman with
excellent references, anytime
between now and mid·August Call
Candice at 781·2330 days, 688·
2218avenlngs.
"I DREAM OF CLEANING" Your
tUb. carpel, kitchen·your complete
home. Let us do your dirty work·
spring cleaning, biweekly, and
weekly. Call Kellie 775-2473 or
Martha 773·8784
SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS
Marketing is the process of
creating an environment In which
the prospect sees the value 01
doing business with your company.
Do you ever wonder if your
marketing is really working lor
you? H you wonder, you should laIk
With a marketing professional who
specializes in small businesses. For
mBSS"9l.
a Iree Inilial consultation, call
TREE REMOVAL, trimming EdgeMont Enlerprises at 871 ·
dangerous toppings, camp jobs. 8964
Call us 892-7803 anytime, day or
nightNo job too big or small. Leave
~.

,·

.

CAN'T FIND THE RIGHT WORDS?
Let us write lyrical, lucid, and leuer-perfect personal
and business lelters for you! Speeches, ceremonies,

and messages to mark special occassions, too!

LETTER BY LETTER
773-4772

1-800-827-8010

PETE KELLY
Carpenter
Builder
Designer
new construction
remodeling
roofing, decks
siding, additions

fully insured

AUTO REPAIR
all makes/models
low labor rates

new & used parts
at discount prices
17 years experience

call
Robert

774-6674

FREE FREE FREE
Junk car and truck removal
Any condition
car carrier available

DeedeeLook
catering
Nouvelle Frencb & American Cuistne

P.O. Box 1864
Portland, ME

COLLEGE STUDENT With truck
available to do odd Jobs and moVing.
Very handy and can fix most
everything. Excellent references,
call any time, day or night, 7742159, leave message.

797-5054

CALL 774-0268

for rent
ROOMMATE AVAILABLE 10
share or sublel your apartmenl for
the summer. Malure, n/s
considerate female looking for
same. OutSide Portland or intown
ok. Call Candice 781-2330 days or
688-2218 evenings.
2 ROOMMATES needed, large
3BR, 2 firs. E. Prom area, $180.
u~ls, .gas heal and hot waler,
secUrity, and last month, 1 room
ready now other 6/1/90 7754753 eves.
HOUSEMATE WANTED t h
large Falmouth Street a;t~:te
Hardwood Iloors high ceilings
plenty of storage sPace Househ Id
.d
d b ' 'd 0
IS In epan ent ut consl erate.
Avalabie June 1. $150 a month. Call
775·6347
~ FEMALES & CAl looking for
3rd M/F roommate 10 share
SpaCIOUS 4BR. Victonan house In
Portland· Lockln~ lor someone who
IS familiar With 2 slep programs.
r"!lt IS $25O/monlh plus 1/3 or all
uuls. If Interested call 773·2293
or 934·0645
ROOMMATE WANTED Neal
responsible Sunny 2BR a~t
b rba
'
d' d
'
su u n area, yar an gar en
space, parking. $238/month •
elec. June 1. 774·0871
2 YOUNG PROFESSIONAL males
. h . I'
h
.
Wit vltalty and umor Interested
In sharing a large sunny 7 room
home in a quiet Portland residential
.
area With a LIKE· NATURED
FEMAlE. $375.monlh includes all
Uti Is, off street parking and lots of
storage space. Call days 775-4010
GM, .AGE 25.' USM Junior With full
bme job, looking lor.MIF roommate
With 2BR apt In mce area In or
around Portland. rm considerate,
responsible. with a sense of humor.
You are similar. No heavy drinking
or drugs Respond 10 all CBW Box
203
.
.

7 years experience
references available
call
Matthew
Dehlinger

leave
message

799-2418

Hand Painted
Finishes
MarbUng, Antiquing

Cororwashing, etc.

o

772-1735 0

GAYLE
PETTY
KANE
PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHER
7735221

PORTLAND 2-3, hd wd firs,
working fireplace, decks, fully
applianced, 5·10 minute walk to
MMC and USM, sunny very clean.
$650/month • util. Call 874·
2448

USM AREA large, sunny heated
and renovated 4BR apt. Rent and
security deposit negollable. Ideal
for the professional, student Avail
May 773-4866

,.

OLD PORT ARMS
56 EXCHANGE STHEET
PORTLAND, MAINE
Quaint, spacious, one-bedroom apartments
available in a variety of styles, including
loft with ocean view, two-level with fireplace. Our uniquely stylish apartments are
located in the heart of the Old Port. Rents
irange from 5450 to S525/month plus utilities.
For an appointment call Spectrum Inc.
weekday mornings at 797-0223

...

Spectrum Inc.

MUSIC
REHEARSAL
roomslrecording studios. Portland,
ground floor, 24 hour easy access.
774·3366

'~'!I't~~P.!!.~~.~
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Arts related
studio space for rent.

nee~

downtown Portland
Opening new areaopen-space studJos.
From $150. per month
which Includes heat,
water, lights, etc.
Maintained, locked bufldJng.
Convenient location.
Renting FAST.

CABIN ON 9 ACRES with private
beach . Long Island , Maine.

for rent

:;:·~:;:··.·:;:;:;:}~
·.M
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LONG ISLAND cozy, comfortable
3BR cottage . Immaculate. All
conveniences. Beautiful beach.
$350/week. Call 839-6240 or
770-2840.
LONG ISLAND near beach, tennis,
store and ferry. Sleeps 6. June
$300/wk, July and August
$400lwk. Telephone 766-2002 on
weekends or 6I 7·396·8145
weekday eves.

CENTER FOR PERSONAL and
Prolessional Well·Being has both
full and part-time office space
available In attractive West End
Townhouse. Ideal situation for
counselor, massage therapist,
acupuncturist, etc. 772·1896
ACUPUNCTURE HEALTH Care,
located near Deering Oaks Parfl,
Portland, has treatment rooms
suitable lor body work available
several days per week. Also

9,,0 wi')!! mill ~vdf~ad~~ ~~~S:I~g~~~~:~~r

NANNIES/HOMEMAKERS LiveIn ,obs With East Coast
prolessional families. Use your
ch ildcare skills , travel, make
friends. Jebs for all ages. Excellenl
salarylbenelils. Expenses paid .
Send resume: Box 625, Livingslon,
NJ 07039 or call: Nanny's East, 1·
800-A·NANNIE.
HelP WANTED : Looking for
part·lime "person· Friday : typing,
people Skills, unflappable. Send
resume to: Dr. lIana Rosansky, 400
Deerng Ave., Portland, ME 04103.
H,I,IRSTYLIST BOOTH RENTAL
"Status in Hair" Willard Square
South Por11and Call 773-8047
SEEKING HAIRSTYLIST for
Old Port salon for men. Hyou are an
experienced stylisl, please call
871·1780 for more info

Daily rate: $35. Hourly rates
available. Call 77&-5020.

STUDIO SPACE
The Artist's Studio
now has several openings.
Our building is totally
dedicated to the visual
alt5 and offers a unique
and supportive
environment to create.
sfaces available from
135-275 per month
for a two room harborside
sulle. All utilities included.

Call 799·4759

for sale

boats
19 FT. SUNCRAFT. woodenlapstreak. Hull in great condoVolvo· LAS VEGAS-TIME SHARE You
penta. Inboard/oulboard needs can use the week in Las Vegas or
cosmetics and a captain. Nows the exchange it for anywhere In the US
or overseas. 828-1303 Vickie
time ... Dan @ 883-6635
GREAT SAILBOAT for sale I 14 3 BR ANTIQUE CAPE Excellent
ft scor~on with two life Jackets, Portland localion. Adjacenl to
and heavy dUty trailer. Baal is in Payson Parlt Walking distance to
escellent condition. Ready for the Baxter Blvd. Old charm and lots of
water. Trailer is great! $SOO firm. character. Asking $94,000 but
773-9728
owner wants offers . Call 774·
TIRED OF OUTRAGEOUS 8590
boatyard prices? Tune·ups,
bottom painting, diVing, small
salvage and moo;ings (set and
lound). GUARANTEED LOWEST PORTLAND AREA women's
RATESI Easl Coast Marine. Calf soccer tearn needs players·-goalie
Collect if necessary . 892·7803 and defense. Call 892-9882.

notices

USED ROCK CASSETTES
wanted. ,l,lso vintage (pre·1970)
45's and C&W lP's. Casli paid. We
travel to your collection. Call Fay in
Porlland 772-1442.
ADOPTION: Happy loving Maine
lamily would like to share their love
and fives with a newbom infant. If
we can be of any assistance to you
and your bal>;, please call Tom and
Maureen at (802) 235-2312 .

All entries for this week's puzzle
mustbereceived by Wed., May 23. The
solution to this week's puzzle will
appear in theMay31 issue of Casco Bay
Weekly.
Send your best guess to:

Can you sol ve the Real Puzzle? If so,
there is a $20 gift certificate from Alberta' s for the first prize winner. Second prize receives a surprise gift. Contestants are ineligible to win more than
one prize in a four-week span. Only
one entry is allowed per person per
week.

TREASURE

Real Puzzle #20
Casco Bay Weekly
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

advertise it
in the

e 1990 United Feature Syndicate.
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B. Brown(Tharshisdog, TIge.
He lives in a shoe.)
6
C Brown ( Snoopy)
4
D. Bumstead (Daisy)
15 Sgt. Preston (King, the Won
derDog)
16 Gen. Sarnoff (Nipper, the
RCAdogJ
1
The bus company (Greyhound)
17 The truck company (Mack)
7
Ken-L Ration
11 George and Marion Kerby
(Neil, from the "Topper" se
ries)
12 Timmy or Jeff (Lassie)
13 Julie and Tricia (Checkers)
18 Romulusand Remus(theshewolf)
9
The Warner Bros. (Wile E.
Coyote)
8
Annie (Sandy)
2
Dorothy(Toto,from 'Wizard
ofOz")
3
Buchanan Distillers (Black &
Whi te scotch)
14 Stapleton ("The Hound of the
Baskervilles")
10 Phil and Dottie Winslow
(Marmaduke)

~,.

..• ------ - -

due to Memorial Day
the deadline for all
Classified advertising
will be

"

- - - ----
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3 weeks
your "stuff for sale"
That's right, send in your ad with $15
before May 31 and weill run it for 3
weeks! That's only $5 per week!!
Just use up to 30 words to describe
your "stuff for sale" and send it with
your check or money order:
Casco Bay Weekly
attn: Classifieds
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

.
Q

Solution to Real Puzzle #78
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., 1990 United Feature Syndicate.

music lessons
Portland's #1 music teaching facility

GUITAR s DRUM WORKSHOP
if you want to learn to slap. pop. and be a part
oftoday's bass scene".
633 Forest Ave
get down with Bill and Lance
Portfand ·773-3444 "tulle,,", 'be lales' bass '«Im/ques

•
I

~~~~~~~~

RATES & FINE PRINT
RATES

Message:

All charges are per week.

MUSICIANS WANTED lor
serious funl New part·tlme
origlnalslbluesAloogie band seeks
horns, keys, addlllonal vocals. Call
Val 883-3899

Colby College
& Waynflete

761-4569

$ 9.00

31-45 words

9.00

11.00

46-60 words

11.00

13_00

.15

.20

Each additional word

• DEAL ANTIQUES

Category _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total Number of Weeks _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City, Zip

.----------------

BaSic Rate __________________

+ Extra Words at _ _ ~

-SHRINK HEADS
Choose casco Bay Weekly
as a vehicle for delivering
the message a.bout your
business to the Ponland
area's most active readers .
OUf readers want quality
setVice and professionals
they can trust. Help them
find you in the
CBW Classl/lcds

Each _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CBW Box $5.00/wk _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Complete payment must accompany all advertising
NO REFUNDS. There is a $10 charge for all
•
returned checks.

Talking Personal Line _____N
__
o..,.:C:...:,h.:.,:a.:..:..r,!!,g::..e_____

Bring or mail ads with payment to:

Check One
noD
COST PER WEEK

Monday ooon lor Thumlay's newspaper.

caw will nol print Ids Ihat seek to buy or sell sexual services

for m~ney or goods, or ads with purely sexual conlent. CBWwill
not prtnt lull names, street addresses or phone numbers in lhe
PERSON TO PER~ON section. PERSON TO PERSON advertisers
musl etther p~vide I ~ost Office Box number in lheir ad or use the
CBW Box Semc8. AlllOlorrnaflon concerning PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers IS kept stricUy confidential. CBW reserves lhe rig hi 10
calagonze, reluse or edll ads due 10 inappropriate content, et.

WHAT IS A WORD?

vesO

Casco Bay Weekly
Classified Dept.
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102
Monday-Friday 9 to 5
or call 775·6601

tL.

POLICY

Address
-----------------

Phone (days)
(
)
, - - - - - - - eves - - _ _ _ _

Business

DEADLINES

Name ____________________________________________

-GIVE MASSAGES

instructor at

tndlVlduai
$ 7,00

Up to 30 words

DO YOU

...

These .Real Prize winners certainl y
know the! r pooches! Firs t prize goes to
Glenn Earle of Yarmouth and second
prize goes to Cheryl Wallace of Portland .

leawm~

-REPAIR CARS

wanted

BfG LAWN SALE: Lots of good
stuff priced for quick sale. 1930's
chrome bar set, picture frames.
un~pened blender, Iypewriter,
pain led pine mirror, gesso framed
mirror, cocktail shakers, framed
posters, old glass, dishes kitchen
stuff, 1950's wire magazi~e rack,
lamps, pink radio, Jensen car
speakers, books, clothes, lots under
one dollar. 9 am Saturday June 2
51 Congress Street on co~er two'
blncks lrom Eastern Promenade.

Eachofthegraphicsattherightdots
a letter "i" and characterizes the word
(or phrase) in which it appears.
Fill in the rest of the blanks.

YOUR]UNK
COULD BE
SOMEONE ELSE'S

t1leSS<Il9
ANTIQUE GATE-LEG dining table
circa 1840, wavy birch. Very good
condition. $900. Call 773· 7548
between 5·9pm.

19

Between the i's

for the May 31
AT LAST - A BUILDING DEVOTED TO THE ARTS

i~t=s~~~~~?,£:~:r

May 17,1990

BIZARRE AND biodegradable 1973 MERCEDES 220D 4 Dr., 4
bumP,l!r stickers. For complete speed, runs and looks great.
listing send SASE 10 : Box 201 $3,250 or besl offer. 772·7880.
Cape Cottage ME 04107
77 AMC HORNET WAGON runs
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk well. $250 Call Dan 883-6635
Ultralight, enclosed COCkpit, pvsh 86 AUDI 4000 CS Quatro 4WD
button starl, full aerilons and All power. AMlfM cassette. Greal
flaps. On Wheels, with floats. car! $7990 773·6830
$6500 or llIo. Calmaran with new
trampoline and rollerreefing rig. WE MUST SELL- 88 s-10 Blazer
auto, ale, loaded- $8800/bo 88
$1400.799·4305
Jetta GL 4dr, a/c, sunroof,
COMPUTER-DESK locking roll- casseUe,S sp, 5yr/l00k warrenty
top- like new condilionl Sold new $82001bo 871·9229
'
for . ~600 2 years ago. Will
saCrifice for $275. Call 854.2972 JEEP CHEROKEE 1977 4wd
strong engine and trans, greai
1 PAIR OF 1/4 ~ARAT 10tal Interior. $650 lakes it hamel 767.
weight diamond earrings for $200 4581. Ask for Peggy or leave
or b/o: 114 karat diamond pinkie message.
ring $200 or bio. Call 854.1038.
~ no answer, leave message
80 SUZUKI 4503300 miles. Good
condlll0n, sissy bar, saftay bar, 2
helmuts $500 883 ·3821 Leave

i6ifH¥fHitl

for rent

ROOMMATES HERE! You
them, .we've got lhem. Portland s
established roommate referral
service has the perfect person to
share your home. or the perfect
home for you fo sharelFor low fees,
and profeSSIOnal SerVIce, call THE
ROOMMATE LOCATER 774
9303
SOUTH
FREEPORT, M/F
roommate wanted to share
beautiful house near harbor.
Fireplace, garden, porch, wid. No
smokers or pets, please. $325 •
utils 865-4558. Avail now.

M & M PAl NTI NG •
interior/exterior
fully insured
highly competetive
prices

(imllt l ll$lEJ wheels

MUlliflY cost by n u m b e r - - - - - - - - - - o weeks ael will run _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___
TOTAL DUE

o Check or Money Order enClosed---O-V-IS-A---O-M-aS-le-re-a-rel
Carel'

Exp. dale

Awont is consid~red a wont when it has I space on bolh sides.

Aphone number ts one want. Puncfualian is lree.

ERRORS

caw shall I!OI be liable .for any typographical enors, omissions,

or changes In Ihe ~d which do no Ifleel I~e value or conlenl of
Ihe ad or subslanllally change lhe meaning.

REFUNDS
C.fassified Ids Ire nol refundable. Credit will be issued when a
VIable enor has been delennined.

~----------------------~*

Think
of it as
Morning
Radio
for
grownups.

"The AffOTdiWle Painter"

LAS E R

CARTRIDGE
RECYCLING

Macintosh

Therapeutic Mauage

CONSULTING

mp;mmm!mm! Jim

Crocker
and Bruce Campbell are Port-

Clue L. Timpsom

Systems At. Peripherals '" Softwear

Peter DeCrescenzo
774-1682

Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A.

BLACK COFFEE DESIGN
GRAPHICS •

PUBLICATIONS •

Certified f.leality Therapist
• IndivIdual, family and group counseling
• Issues of personal growth, depression & addiclion
• Consullanl for individuals with special needs

STAINED GLASS

• I

land's favorite morning radio tea~.
Why? Because they put an adult
perspective on the events and issues
of the day. And because their supporting cast includes Maine's best
radio news staff, award-winning
sportscasts, the most accurate
weather forecasts, the country's only
Australian astrological prognosticator and a guest list that reads like a
"Who's Who in Maine." Try us for a
month-we're sure it will change the
way you start your day!

DEEDEE LOOK
CATERING
Nouvelle French and American Cuisine
P.O. Box 1864 Portland. ME 04104

1~!;;;w;:O;:;~ 207-797-5054

••

. Portland's NewsfTalk Station

t

QUICK & EASY FOOD SHOPPING

OPEN SUNDAYS!

,, .

8am-

i •
\

I
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•
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For every $1 .00 you spend at
Paul's, you get one XTRA CASH
stamp. Save 36 stamps on a
Saver Card and purchase an

I :

,

·.

DRUMSTICKS
39-

WHEN FiLlED REDE
XTRA CASH SPECIALS 0~ THIS CARD FOR

XTRA CASH FEATURE

WHILE
SUPPLIES

TED YI OUR STORE.

~~;ormore

XTRA CASH
BONUS SPECIALS BELOW
SELECT ONE WITH EACH FILLED CERTIFICATE

39¢

SAVE 9~ Dozen

LARGE EGGS

SAVE $1.00 SCHON LAND 1 Lb·

BACON
SAVE 94 IGA Quart

MAYONAISE
SAVE

,· ,
{ ,

-~-' :J

'db .
ID.

II ....

1(,)

7~

Giant Roll

BRAWNY TOWELS

1___ -

----

99 ¢
69 ¢

SAVE $1.00 6 Pack Cans 0""

PEPSI

COLA~.

SAVE$1.005Lb. Bag

•

$1 •39
$1 19

RUSSET POTATOES·
SAVE 804: MARGARINE Qtrs.

BLUE BONNET
SAVE 904 4.3 Oz. Toothpaste

AQUAFRESH

--

PAY YOUR UTILITY BILLS AT PAUL'SI
CMP • PHONE • CABLE • GAS • WESTERN UNION • BOTH STORES

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR ANY ONE

l~~ XTRA

-

CASH

- LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER WITH $5.00 PURCHASE

- -

I
I

.-1
-I
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